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I . INTRODUCTION 
1 . Background. 
In the past decade, automation has grO\'in from a 
term which had meaning and significance to a few farsighted 
people to a concept which is familiar to the general public 
and ha s g enerated mixed feelings of both hope and concern. 
It has been hailed as the foundation upon which the growth 
of industrial productivity must depend and it has aroused 
the concern that it may cause widespread unemployment . The 
f act that it has aroused so much attention is due to the 
widespread potential which it holds for industry no matter 
what the specific characteristics of a given industry may 
be. 
Automati on spans the gamut of industrial endeavor 
from mach ne shop and assembly line to the establishment of 
bus"ness policy and the collection of data about business 
operations., 
? . istinction between automation and mechanization. 
· In order to eliminate confusion and to define t he 
areas which a re to be investi gated , a d e finite distinction 
between automation and mechanization will be made. 
Mechanizati on is the substitution of machine labor for 
manual labor. Examples o f mechanization are: 
(a) The use of ty ewr'ters, accounting machines 
and punched cards instead of processing 
data by h and . 
(b The use of lathes, milltng machines and 
jig borers instead of hand tools. 
Mechanization replaces muscle power with machine 
power, but even the most elementary control remains with 
9 
the o. era t r. The opera tor of a lathe, for example, must 
refer to bluep rints which tell him the dimensions of the 
finished piece. He must then plan the sequence of operations 
he is to perform and set up the lathe in accordance with th"s 
sequence., s each cuttin · o eration is performed, he must 
continu lly check the dimensions of the ieee against the 
dimensions called for on the blueprint. If the operator 
makes a mistake , the machine also makes the same mistake , 
for it is only do"ng what the operator commands it to do. 
The lathe has the sole function of cuttin metal w" th grea er 
peed and accuracy than the operator could do by hand. The 
operator of an accounting machine must r fer to a sales in-
voice , select the appropriate accounts receivable card for 
the customer to whom the sale has been made , lace it in the 
machine, determine the appropriate information which is to 
be added to the card and tell the machine to perform the 
necessary operations by pressj_ng certain keys on the machine. 
If the operator makes a mistake , the machine will make the 
same mistake. The acco ntine machine ha the sole functions 
of printing letters and numbers on the card in accordance 
with the keys which are depressed and, in erforming some 
0 
eJe ntary arit c , to brio ~ the a . a ce u to e .. 0 h 
of _ ese exam"Jles il s -rate ho · e most e erne t r• , lo ic 
and compa is n o erations mtst be er armed b t o erator. 
for rol over the tools of reduct ion and 
(a The se of d " ~ital c m er ra her t 
n c r s ri t ne r " ters, ad n an 
a co nt · n ~ machines. 
he SP of tm c 1 hes and m l"np 
ach · es r he t an s n~ tools control e 
b _• hun n ope . a tors . 
-omat · co ol · s d s .,ne · n to t mach"ne 
ther . an ing ft to h rna o erator. n c- tmat · c 
lat e , or e am le, s told ~ . at to do by punched tape or 
nc ed card. 
s · ee 
po 
t 
nd rl 
n o 
c ~d 
1otors mounted on the mach " ne c tro th 
h of v-h . p e ect·o ev ".ce COmlC\ . e he 
- c n;; to ' i tl the re ed os " ti.. s on 
pe r card . . n , ror a r e · mmediately 
cor ected br the motor • The unched t e orca d e lace 
th eprint . 'e moors nd etect " o evices provid he 
c ntro prev o y er orned b e o era or. nee the 
punc d t P as been mad s n y ece as d e ired can be 
tt ned out by the lathe w" th a . os t no d " f erence in dim 
s·o sand t s e ~ces . 
n automat ·c data proc ssin m cl ne is ro~rammed 
to perform a sequence of operations. This program is 
stored with"n the machine. ihen data about a transaction 
enters the machine 'n the form of a punched card or tape , 
the machine automatically performs all the operations 
necessary to update the appropriate account and compute 
1 1 
the new balance. The punched tape or card re laces the 
sales invoice and the stored program determines the sequence 
of op erations and checks the result--a function previously 
p erformed by the operator. 
J. utomation is not a revolutionary idea. 
The concept of automatic control is not a new or 
revolutionary idea. The control concept is in use in business 
today in the form of budgets and standard cost systems. 
These systems depend for their operation on the establishment 
of a goal which the organization should be capable of achiev-
ing. These goals are put in concrete, quantitative form in 
terms of sales, cost per unit of product, total selling ex-
pense, etc. Machinery is set up whereby data on the actual 
performance of the organization can be collected. This per-
formance data is compared '""i th the previously determined goals , 
and action is instituted to make any required corrections. 
The missing element in this picture is the automatic feature. 
The entire operation is dependent upon human action. 
In isolated instances, true automatic control has 
been achieved in the past. One example is the flyball 
governor for steam engines. If the speed of the engine varied 
12 
from its preset value, the position of the fl balls changed 
in such a fas~ion as to cause the engine to return to "ts 
reset speed. nether example is Evan ' s ?-'!ill \1Thich pro-
cessed raw wheat into bread automatically. James Babbag e 
had a com lete mechanical digital computer designed on paper 
in the Nine eenth Century, but the state of the art in his 
t"me was sucl that the parts he re ui r ed could not be made. 
Ho rever , the first digital computers \1Thich \1Tere actually 
b i t t,rere remarkabl r similar to is ori inal destf;n. 
4 . ThA lanned appl "cation of a tomatic control to re-
nd data rocessine 
The techniques necessary to the planned a plica-
ion of a to at · on hare been deve oped and made '··del kno,,rn 
due to the accelerated research and development sponsored by 
the Federal Government dur."n~ and s"nce rld rar I 8 It s 
no onver oss "ble for a human to fir e a wea on accurate! 
at t e s eeds hich modert jet aircraft f y. In order to 
overcome this roblem, it was necessary to desi _n a system 
ich wou d a tomat"cal y track a tar et nt " l it came within 
range of t e 
ost li el 
research an 
ea on and f "re the wea on a t e recise moment 
to res\ lt in destruction of the target. The 
deve o ent ef rt res lted · n e r dar f"re 
control systems used in virtually all "et aircraft today an 
also resulted n am ch more compete understand"ng of auto-
matic control techni'l es., The necessity for automat · c flight 
control systems to accurately fl an aircraft or missile to 
13 
a target thousands of miles distant also added to the exist-
ing knowledge on automatic controls. The necessity for 
more rapid computation of balli stic tables led to the develop-
ment of the first modern digital computer. The necessity for 
the solution of difficult scientific equations led to the 
further development and application of digital computers. 
During World War II, the sc i ence of Operations Research was 
developed to make the best u s e of available aircraft during 
the Battle of Britain and to determine optimum routes and 
c onfigurations for convoys. The solution of the mathematical 
relationships set up in accordance with these techniques can 
be aided and , in some cases, made feasible through the use 
of computers. The M.I.T. Servomechanisms Laboratory, which 
set up to work on a variety of government and industrial con-
trol problems, has also made significant contributions to 
the total knowledg e in the field. 
The pressure of rising labor costs and comp etition 
require that management continually reassess its methods of 
operation to institute more efficient ~ays of doing business. 
Past experience has shown that the company which is slow to 
adopt more efficient methods quickly finds itself in the 
position of being a high cost producer, and, if this situation 
is allowed to continue, will eventually lose some , if not all , 
of its share of the market. 
Even without external pressure, management is 
interested in better ways of doing business in order to 
14 
increase productivity and increase the general prosperity. 
The sheer volume of production required to satisfy 
gro,dng markets and the volume of data resulting from these 
transactions, require the use of more efficient methods. 
There would not be sufficient labor available to do business 
in the same manner as in the past. In one plant* where some 
230 employees are able to produce 1,2oo,ooo,ooo light bulbs 
per year on continuous automatic equipment, 1927 methods and 
equipment would require 75,000 men to equal that output. At 
today's wage levels, few people would be able to buy under 
these conditions even if the men were available. An article** 
calls attention to the fact that becaus e of the low birth 
rate in the 1930's, the work force proportion is declining. 
"Oldsters and youngsters ,,.ho must be supported 
are rapidly increasing. 'Greatly increased use of automated 
equipment is inevitable,'" says Herbert R. Anderson, President 
of Group Securities. By 1965, United States population 
will climb from 168 million to about 190 million. However, 
the growth will be uneven; nonworkers will increase 15 
million or 20 percent; workers will increase only 7 million 
or 8 percent. Productive age group will account for 52 per-
cent of total population in 1965 compared with 55 percent in 
1955 and 59 percent in 1940. This information is shown 
graphically in Chart I. 
*1, P• 516 
**11, P• 5 
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For these reasons , m nae;ement · s tak"ng ~reat 
t erest ·.n t e field of a tarnation , is actively studying 
insta t "ons ~ "ch h ve alread r beAn m cte ·not er f"rms 
and s co sider · ne the best way to beg in plannect p rog ram 
16 
for the a d ap tion of automation techni es to its own business ~ 
5 . Jeces sit for a defin " tion of terms . 
T e ur~ose of this per is to d"scuss techniques 
nd e~ i pment used in applyin . the rinc les of tomatic 
centro to b si ess .. In enious techni tes for · ncreased 
mec nization w"ll cont"n e to off r mana g ement a valuable 
means of increas·ng p roductivity and im roving the overall 
operation of thei r en erprise , b t they will not be disc ssed. 
Automat · c control or a tarnation is defined here as tee t:p-
e nt and techniques w ic re lace, or redu ce the d ependence 
u on , the human m"nd in the control of the production rocess 
or n mproving and ai in~ mana ement • s control of the ent "re 
bus · ness enter~rise . 
In the subse nt invest" gat · on s , there are three 
basic concep ts \vh" ch will be encountered . These conce ts 
are : 
(a Q en oop control vs., closed loo control. 
(b Control at low energy levels. 
(c) Control at a distance . 
Basic closed oop, or "servom e cha ni s m" f ndamentals 
rove that in an open loop s y stem \vhere a e;rou of elements 
a re arrang ed i n seq uence, as shown in Chart II , a change in 
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characteristics of any element in the system results in a 
change in the output or controlled variable. This change 
in the controlled variable is proportional to the change 
18 
in the element but its magnitude is, in general, larger than 
the chang e in the element. A closed loop system such as 
shown in Chart IIB , is far less sensitive to changes in the 
characteristics of its elements. This is due to the fact 
that any changes of the controlled variable are fed back 
and compared with the input and any differences used to 
restore the original situation. Similarly, if the input or 
standard is changed, the closed loop system must cause the 
output or controlled variable to move to exactly the required 
ne\v position. The open loop system on the other hand re-
sponds to a change in the standard only in accordance with 
the characteristics of the elements which make up the system. 
No comparison \ofith the standard is ever made. This is 
roughly analagous to setting up a standard cost system and 
then never comparing actual cost with the standard. Instead , 
the assumption is made that actual cost is equal to the 
standard because everyone in the organization has been in-
formed as to \vha t the standard cost is to be. The superiority 
of the closed loop system over the open loop system is clearly 
evident. ~ihile it remained for the research described pre-
viously to prove this fact on a mathematical basis and to 
develop techniques for using it extensively in equipment, 
businessmen have been using the principle for many years. 
19 
Control at low energy levels means that the com-
parison between the input and output, or standard and 
actual , is made and corrective action taken at a point in 
the system where the energy or power is low. This princi-
le allows one to control tremendous forces merel by 
turning a knob. An example is the steering system used in 
ocean liners. 
Control at a distance enables one to be phys i -
cally separated by hundreds of miles , if necessar , from 
the device being controlled. This allows centralized con-
trol of many far-flung devices. n example would be the 
control center of a railroad frei ght yard. 
6. General control problems. 
In order to achieve control of any activity , it 
becomes necessary to understand that activity thoroughly 
and to make quantitative statements about it. In general , 
there are three main control problems: 
(a) Defining acceptable standards of per-
formance . 
(b) Measuring reliable indicators of the 
performance. 
(c) Knowing how to revise the operating pro-
cedure to make the results agree with the 
standards. 
Each of these problems are present at all levels in an 
organization. 
In e 
standaros o 
· ment p rod ct " on , defining acceptable 
erformance means the establishm nt of . er-
20 
forwance s ec~fications and allowa le tolerances from 
these specifications for the equipment be·n~ rodtced. n 
the roductio rocess , " tis the establishment of standard 
mate rial , labor and overhead costs and tte setting of p ro-
dtction schedules. From the top manaeement v " ew oint, the 
stand rds are less un · versally accepted and more varied in 
nat re& Some standards bicb are used are: 
(a Ret r n on investment. 
(b Sales b y volume and by product. 
(c Gro1th of the conpa 'in si~e and 
diversity. 
(d s tablishment of reputation on a quality 
or a price basis. 
In e uipment production , measuring reliable indi-
cators of pe rformance is the ftnction of qualit control. 
~he uality control department determines the ap ropria e 
sam l " n g basis and the means of mea surement to assure con-
formance to specificat ·_ons. In e rod ction p rocess , it 
is the function of cost accountin to determine t..rhat data are 
to be gathered, compute production costs and cos t variances 
and report these ata to rod ction executives. 
From the top mana~ement viewpoint, it is a manage-
ment ftnction to deterr:line l•rhat data are re u ired nd to set 
a procedure for the systematic collect · on and reporting 
of these data from widely varying sources both within and 
external to the organization. Examples of the data re-
quired are: 
(a) Data from the financial report. 
(b) Sales statistics. 
(c) Plant and equipment data. 
(d) Reports from newspapers, conferences, etc. 
21 
In equipment production, knowing how to revise the 
operating procedure to make the results agree with the 
standards may involve improved operator training, better 
machines and better methods. In the production process, it 
may be tighter control of labor costs , reduction of waste, 
or simplified organization in order to reduce overhead ex-
pens e. From the top management viewpoint, it may involve 
higher prices, larger sales expenditures, mergers with or 
acquisitions of other companies. 
7. Illustration of control loops in an organization. 
Chart III is a diagrammatic illustration of the 
control loops in a business organization. This diagram does 
not purport to be complete, nor is it intended to illustrate 
a particular company or form of organization. However, the 
control loops shown do exist in most organizations and it 
will serve as a foundation on which automation and control 
problems in general can be further examined. 
The first thing to be notice is that all of the 
loops are closed loops. As we have seen previously , closed 
22 
loops are inherently capable of more accurate control than 
open loops and it is interesting to note that this type of 
control is used almost instinctively. 
It can be seen why this i.s true if we examine the 
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loops are inherently capable of more accurate control than 
open loops and it is interesting to note that this type of 
control is used almost instinctively. 
It can be seen why this is true if we examine the 
simplest loop which involves the worker on the production 
line completing a product or subassembly of a product. The 
worker is continuously getting visual feedback through his 
eyes as he works. The worker has the blueprint or layout 
which acts as his input or standard, and, as he performs his 
particular task , his eyes tell him of any errors which he is 
making and he proceeds to make corrections. This process 
happens so instinctively and continuously that it is seldom 
realized that this is a closed loop control. If the worker 
were to perform the task with his eyes shut, the feedback 
would not be present and this would constitute an open loop 
control system. 
A somewhat more complicated control loop is the one 
involving the foreman. He makes out requisitions for materials, 
schedules the workers and instructs them in doing their jobs. 
He gets feedback from several sources. As he moves around 
his work area, he gets visual feedback; he also receives re-
ports from quality control on the number of rejects from his 
department and the reasons for these rejects. He gets re-
ports from the accounting department on the cost per unit of 
the product from his department and summaries of how well he 
is doing in meeting his schedules. He must weigh all of this 
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'nf rma · o a~ inst the b d ge t and the verbal instructions 
from the o eratin . mana Fer w o is provid"n~ him with an in-
put or standard. Unlike the ~orker, the foreman ' s in t and 
the data fed back to him are not as clea r-cut , nor is the 
feedback as ra "d , complete and continuous. The foreman m st 
use c ons lderably more judgment in decid"ne ~het er or no t 
the ottp t of his de artment is in accordance with the 
operating manag er ' s wishes, and if he decided " t · s not , he 
s , f r ~her decide hat remed"al action is to be taken to 
brin the output of his dep artment into conformance with 
the ana.r;er ' s desires . The amount of g uess ..rork or judgment 
the foreman is req ired to use can be lessened if any or 
all of t e followin F, can be acco _lished: 
( a More definite standards or inputs for 
h"s department to follow. 
(b More complete data on ho~ his de . artment 
· s doin e: ~ 
(c More ra id feedback of data s o that he can 
make decisions on the basis of what his 
department is doing nolv--not w'ha t it .ras 
doing weeks a g o. 
As the loops involv'ng the operating mana ger and 
to mana ement are examined, it an be seen that a ) mor e 
and more elements are involved; (b) the data is becoming 
less and les s complete; (c the feedback is less and less 
rapid; and (d the standards o r i npu ts ..rhich the are tryi n g 
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to follow are le s s and less p reci se . Top management, for 
example , ma y on b e told by the stockholders -ha t they are 
re t"rpd to rod c e a cer tain r ate o f erowth and a certai n 
ret rn on the investment •.vh " ch the stockho der s have m rle · n 
the com any . To management must then trans l ate this into a 
definite o eratin g olic • The must f r t Pr deter · new at 
d ta re r e ired to ind " te conformanc e to the olicy and 
stit te mean s for the accum la · on and transmissio of 
th · s data. The data vh "c the ' receive a' be i nade ua e 
in amount and so obs olete a s to be wort less in terms of 
el inv anyt · n about the o eration as it s at he mo ent . 
e a o nt of ·udgment required · s infinitely g reate r than 
the amount req tired b y the worker and ma n y times tl t 
h r t e f re n. 
n ·red 
n ber of g neral s tat ements may be made a bo t 
the man control l oo s p resent in an organ · zation and · 
r rt IJ. 
(a Then mber of loo sand the "nter el tion-
shi betveen lo o s · h · , 1 r com 1 · ca te • 
e f eedbac i n some of the loo s · s so 
sp r e and so 1 te as to o stit~te a 
v".rt u 1 o . en lo • 
T e elements in a ·iven loop are composed 
of huma - chi e com e es nd are hi .·h y 
non . inear. 
) The n mber of e ements i a loop and the 
characteristics of each element are 
variable from day to da * 
(e any " _ha to loops , " · .e* , loo . s w " ch do 
not sho u on a di ra s ch as hart I I 
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or on an organization chart may show up for 
a short eriod and then disappear a ga."n. 
For example , the operating mana er ma • go 
down on the prod ction f o r and talk to 
the worker s upon occasio , thereb• getting 
feedback ,.,h . ch he does n ot normally recei e . 
( f The i -p ts or s andards \1/hich guide the 
operation of the enterprise and the data 
which is fed bac on the act al operation 
m s pass t ro h so man~ elements t a con-
siderable distor ion of both the commands 
and the feedback is likely. 
From this , it can be seen that a complete quanti t a-
tive analysis is an almost impossible task* Some tvork is 
be ·n ~ done usin ~ sim lified models and undoubte ly the results 
of this work tvill brin · improvements in the control techni-
ques presentlr used in business* However, on a ualitative 
basis , some eneral statements can be made \vh " ch are he pf 1 
in im rovin business control to a and it is these princi-
ples ,; ic tide the prese t a roac to automation. T ese 
p nc les are: 
of a control loop ca be no 
better than the standard or reference which 
it is to follow. 
(b) Lags in the feedback of information cause 
poor control. 
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(c} Over or under correction, caused by a standard 
which is insufficiently defined or by feed-
back which is obsolete, causes poor control. 
B. Areas of application of automatic technique • 
The application of automation to business may be 
separated into three distinct areas. They are (a) automa-
tion of the production process; (b) automation of data pro-
cessing; and (c) automation of the overall business operat·o~. 
It is the first two areas in which the most rapid strides 
are being made, although it i s possible to use automation as 
an aid to human control of the overall business operation . 
~t is doubtful if au omation techniques will ever become 
sophi.stica ted enough to com letely supplant humans in this 
area. 
In the area oft e roduction process, automat"on 
cA.n be intr duced on a completely quant "tat·ve bass. Unlike 
the bus·ness control lo s described previously, t e human 
element does not enter into the loop. H mans are used as 
monitor of the overall o e at·on. s·nce he loop is c 
ose en irely of hardware , the techn q ues of servo echanism 
analysis may be brou .ht to bear and e tations pred "cting tle 
performance of the control loop may be developed. Automatic 
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control of ch ' ne too s, attorn ic sse hly nd automat'c 
r cess co trol are pr ' me e ample of pro~ress in this are • 
n t e rea of automatic data rocessinF., auto-
mation teen ues are ess r i oro s. The control re u ' rement 
of com arin t e st ndard and the actua and ' nst ' g ting 
co rectional a c tion · s still rimaril ~r a human f netic • 
Hotever , t collection, rocess ~and feedbac< of data 
can be converted from a task accomplished b humans sing 
mac:1 ne ' ds uc as desk calc lators and accountin ~ mac:1ines 
0 ent ' r 1 ' a tom t ' c cess z n :o: 1 com er . 
co tr 1 s c ieved bee use of t e more rap'd a d 
c rate feedbac achieved~ So e t sks c apa .e of e n g 
cc s ed i ~s re are auto atic sched to at · 
nve t r co tro a om tic ayrol r cess." n . , a to a c 
b d~ t re ra i n and f s er , ore ace ra e c s dat • 
T e leas ex lored area, and he one m y o d 
t e e r .at s b nef ' t, s the ar of automatin the overa 1 
si ss o-pe r t' n T em p:n ' t d nct om lexity of t is r o -
e th t l ' tt e attn ion has been devot d to 
' t th s far om ters 01 d s plement, and in some cas s , 
re lace t e orta t s nes 
dec·s · ons s · nce co tters have no · n erent reasoninF abi 't 
- ' 
' t s necessary that all factor bearin on any ven problem 
be 'nc r orated ' nto mathem tic 1 relat · n~ i t s the 
tasc of 0 eratio s Research to form ate these mathematical 
relat ' ons p. ce the problem s set pin th ' s an er , 
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a computer c ul rovide the olution to equations '~hich 
could not be solved by hand methods rapidly e nough to be of 
any valuea It is well known that the top manager of today 
must make many of his most important dec·sions on the basis 
of data which is insufficient and of questionable accuracy. 
It is the ability to do this and make the right decision most 
of the time that is the mark of the successful executive. It 
is anticipated that computers may do much to make both more 
data and more accurate data available. It is also anticipated 
that the techniques of Operations Research will enable the 
comp uter to solve many of these problems. Experience to date 
has shown that in simple problems where the use of good 
judgment yields the best answer a high percentage of the time , 
the equ valent " exact " answer us ng Operations Research yields 
quite complicated expressions of a high order of mathematical 
difficulty. Extrapolating to problems of greater difficulty, 
it can be imagined that there is no immediate reason to expect 
that the computer will replace the executive. 
The average executive is not interested in investing 
large sums in interesting experiments, he is interested 
primarily in those areas of automation where he can make an 
investment with a reasonable expectation of gaining a good 
return on that investment. For this reason the majority of 
work done lies in the areas of automated production and auto-
mated data processing. Companies which have installed 
automation with the best results are those companies which 
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c nsid e red at ma t"on as an nves men s mi ar to any other 
investment , made a thorough study before buying any equip-
ment and had an overa ll plan which they rev"ewed at eriodic 
i nterva s . 
9 . t allation 
The first step in planni n g for the installation 
of a u t mat i c controls is a study of resent operations. 
Th" s s t dy has three main ob"ectives. 
(a The st d y may result in im roved and 
simp lified methods of op eration w· hou 
an y expenditure for new e ui ment simp ly 
because a fresh look reveals areas which 
had been allowed to become inefficient 
through neglect. 
(b It enables the selec tion of certain areas 
whose characteristics are such that the y 
can be au t m ated w"th the least amoun t of 
new equip ment and w"th a minimum of dis-
rupt"on to the rest of the organization. 
(c It lay s the groundwork for the complete 
systems study so that fu ure installat · ons 
are not haphazard but rather are part of 
an integrated plan. 
The second step is to automate the small local areas. 
The choice of what s p e ci f"c area s to be a u tomated ·s d"c t ated 
b the fo owing factors: 
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a T e o eration must be ca able of being 
completel J efined. The i n · u ts and o t ts 
of the o . eration and theca acity re uired 
mtst be known .. 
(b oin~ the :ob automatically must be nore 
economical, give more information or result 
in a hi ,her qual · ty tha1 obtained usin ., 
present methods. 
(c he o eration t s be s ffic ie tl· repetit've 
to ass e a reasonably ra id rate of re-
cover• of the instal ation cos ts .. 
The installation of an automatically controlle 
chine tool to erfor some especial y difficult and repeti -
t; ' ve ac in operation or t e instal ation of a s ec 
p r r ose comptter to handle as ecific tas 
control or ·~ayroll are exam 1 s. 
sucl as nv tor~ 
Tl e th · rd 
re s of tarnation ~ 
ep is a .r ual link " nF, of these 
~pecial· . d rna erials h ndU.n e; e 
me . :.ght be tsed to carry a art from one automatic ach · e 
too . to a o he • S eci 1 dat h nd n~ e u me t i g t 
s d to c r y :nvent ry infer ation fr m the nve to • com-
111 t . r 0 
machi er 
e urch s · n~ de ~rt en 
s ·nst lled. 
~here auto . atic rdering 
~ the steps in this r ocess re carri d o t , rna a e-
m t rn s con t:i n . 1 _• rf'-eval tate he ori~ · nal lan~ New 
tech · ~ es and e uipment mace the installatio s or'einal y 
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ca led for obsol e te . Changing com an ob·ectives may make 
the importance of certain areas change and require chan es 
in the order of installation of equipment . Finally, exper-
ience gained on the preliminary installations may p rove that 
"deas c nsidered feas ible in the anning stage do not 
prove out in p ractice and require modification. 
The plan '~hich has been discussed here does not 
purpor t to be a detailed guide for the installation of auto-
mat "c control equi ment. Rather it is intended to in icate 
the gene ral Ian lV"hich seems to be the most lo ical and to 
indicate some of the basic ste s which must be taken and 
the questions which must be answered and reanslered as the 
installat'on p rogresses. More deta"led information a nd 
exam es ~ill be given later. 
1 0 . xarnples of ins talla tion of automat·c equipment. 
The last few years have seen the introduction of 
automatic equipment ·n diverse a p lications in both the 
areas o f automatic p roduct ion and a tomat'c data processing. 
In the area of automatic production, the following cases 
will be examined. 
(a) Use of General Mills Inc. "Autofab" 
Machine for assembly of electronic com-
p onents . 
(b) Use of Minnesota Engineering Co. "Minn-A-
Matic" for short-run assembly of electronic 
components. 
{c) M.I.T. Numerically Controlled Milling Machine. 
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(d) G. E. Tape Controlled Lathe. 
(e tomated rad"o receiver production at 
s rlvania. 
{f Automatic Process Control in the oil industry. 
( g Automatic warehous·ng at Lever Brothers. 
In the area of a tomated data process · n , the fol o~­
ing cases will be examined. 
(a) Order processing and production planning 
·n the shoe industry. 
(b) Long Ran g e Planning at Raytheon ?-Ianufacturin 
Co any. 
(c Inventory control in the auto industr • 
(d Pr duction control in a job shop producer 
of metal parts for the aircraft indus r y. 
The informat"on contained in these case histories should serve 
to illustrate the practical application of the princ"ples and 
procedures which will be developed. The information contained 
in these histories is necessarily second-hand. loJ'herever 
p ssible , the names of the compan es concerned have been n-
cluded, b t in some of the examples used, specific names were 
not iven. However, this should not detract from their 
value as illustrative material. 
11. Problems presented by automation. 
In order to complete the introductory pict re of 
automation, it is worth,,.rhile to summarize briefly the many 
problems associated with the introduction of automation. 
Foremost among these is the requirement for skilled per-
sonnel. In order to analyze the present system and plan 
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the introduction of a new automatic system, many skills are 
required. Competence in the overall operation of the 
specif·c organization, familiarity with automatic control 
techniques , familiarity with the capabilities and limitations 
of presently available and future equipment and extensive 
mathematical background are required. Since all of these 
skills are rarely found in one person, the establishment of 
a team encompassing all these skills is required. 
The team thus formed must approach the problem on 
an overall or "systems" basis. In most cases, the installa-
tion of automation equipment will resu t in displacement 
of the present labor force. It does not necessarily mean 
they will be dismissed, but they will have to be retrained 
for the new jobs created by automation. c re:ful and de-
tailed cost analysis must be made to determine the ultimate 
investment required by automation. This investment must be 
measured against the benefits accruina :from its use in some 
other area o:f the business. The initial study must develop 
appropriate areas to be selected in terms of the nature o:f 
the product, the amount of labor presently used, the :flexi-
bility required and the expected results (in terms of cost 
and quality o:f product). In view of the rapid development 
of new and improved equipment, the influence of obsolescence 
must be given careful consideration. Finally, the natural 
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resista e o chan e even in eop e \~O till not be directly 
affected will cause difficulties to arise. 
12. . reas to be st died in detail. 
be ade; 
detailed st dy of t ree areas of automation will 
the three areas a re: 
(a) Automatic p roduct ion . 
(b . utomatic data recessing . 
(c) utomatic decision maling. 
utomat " c production ill include a study of auto-
ma tic machine tools, automatic assembly , and automation of 
o ther physical tasks encountered in an organization . Con-
siderable attention will be given to the techni ues ava:l-
abl e , econom·c cons "derations and the fac tors which influence 
the choice of the area for initial installation. The ex-
am les mentioned p r eviously will be described in detaile 
Automatic data rocessin _ will "ncl de the avail-
a ble techniques, p repar ation of a team, the systems stud , 
the factors vhi ch influence the choice of an init "al area 
o:f a p -:>lication and the economic con sider at "ons . The examples 
mentioned reviously w" ll be described in detail. 
Automatic decision making will include the growth 
of new mathematical techniaues , the use of computers to 
solve mathematical models and the possible future ap lica-
tions of automation. 
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II. AUTOMATION OF THE PRODUCTION PROCESS 
1. Summary of the evolution of automation. 
As described by Blackstone & Kimball,* industrial 
history has developed through five steps up to the p resent 
time. 
"The first step was the age of the tote box 
and the single machine tool. This involved 
cumbersome and costly packing and unpacking 
of materials into the tote boxes. The second 
ste was the development of multiple spindle 
tools performing like operations. The third 
historical step came with the development of 
multiplexed function tools , tools whi ch com-
bined the operations of drilling , grinding, 
mill ing and other similar processes in one 
machine for a particular product. Fourthly 
followed the perfection of irregular tools 
capable of followin g irregularly shap ed cams, 
templates and tracing machines. Finally mass 
p roduction rolled successfully into the moving 
belt line . On belts , machine and operators 
were combined to perform operations in seq uence , 
eliminating completely the packing and unp acking 
of the tote box. 
"Now, automation has entered the industrial 
scene. By it , three additional steps were 
added to the manufacturing process. First of 
these • •• was the principle of automatic gaug-
ing and measurement permitting the develop ment 
of automatic inspection stations and their use 
in mass production ' s belt lines. Second ••• 
was the continuous flow of materials from the 
ra\'11' to finished stage from receiving to shipping 
ends of the factory . Third ••• was the develop-
ment of ma chines capable of pe rforming irregular 
f uncti ons. These machines were made possible 
largely through the h ighly develop ed electronic 
computer tech niques invented over the pas t ten 
y ears and the development of data p rocessing 
and handling techniques such as rna neti c tape 
computers and perforated t ape readers ••• 
The final step, which still remains , is the 
creation and .complete exploitation of the basic 
concept of systems th' nking, systems planning 
*12 , p. 6 2 
and s stems engineering. It is only through 
this ste , the analysis of the total problem 
through the systems approach, that the full 
benefits of automation can be achieved in 
factory design, manufacturing process or 
office detail. " 
2. Advantages of automatic production • . 
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There are many advantages which justify the time , 
effort and expense necessary to automatize the production pro-
cess. The mot obv·o s is the reduction ·n manpower re u · red 
for a g iven operation. Instead of an assembly line of 
workers or a room full of machine operators, the manpower re-
quirements are reduced to a few skilled technicians and 
servi e people who are responsible for keeping the macl ines 
in operation. As the cost of even unskilled labor rises , 
and as the available supply d\"'indles, the importance of in-
creased productivity can easil be seen. Even small scale 
automation such as the installation of semi-automatic machines 
and 1·mited use of fully automated equipment wi 1 aid in 
rais · ng the productivity of the present labor force and tend 
to keep unit costs down despite wa e increases. 
Since the quality of the product becomes less de-
pendent upon the individual skills of the workers and more 
dependent upon the characteristics of the automatic produc-
tion equipment, the requirements for quality control may be 
eased. more uniform product and one '"'hich is held con-
sistently close to specifications enables a lower sampling 
rate to be used and reduces the requirement for data analy-
zin the reasons for the failure of the product to meet 
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acceptable standards. There is also less waste since a 
higher percentage of acceptable units are produced. In a 
sense, this lessened effort on the part of quality control 
can be considered t o be due to the fact that quality con-
trol has been designed into the producing equipment. 
In periods of accelerated demand for the product, 
production may easily be stepped up by operating on a 24-
hour-a-day basis. Instead of hiring enough people to fill 
two extra shifts and facing the problem of what to do with 
them when demand slackens, the problem is reduced to hiring 
a few technicians and s ervice personnel. Because of this 
inherent capacity of automated production, the time lag be-
t~·een an increased sales volume and increased production is 
considerably shorter. Conversely, in periods of low demand, 
production can be more easily reduced without the problem of 
laying off large numbers of workers. This relieves the 
financial drain which would otherwise be necessary to finance 
an excessive inventory during short periods of lessened de-
mand. It should be noted, however, that the foregoing re-
marks are relative. If the calculations which indicated the 
feasibility of automation were based on operation of the 
equipment on a 24-hour basis, then expansi on of production 
would be impossible and contraction would cause a stretch-
out of the period required to recover the initial costs , In 
the interest of conservatism , calculations should be based 
on an 8- or 12-hour day. 
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3. Basi~ requ " rements for automatic production. 
In t e mass roduction industries such as radio, 
television, a tomobiles , appliances, steel, oil r fineries 
and chemicals, large outlays for specialized equipment are 
justif"ed because the unit cost of this equipment is a 
sma 1 percenta e of the total unit pro uct cost. It is for 
this reason that most of the exampl e s of present-day a utoma-
tion are to be found in the se i ndustries. In these industries, 
the basic construction of the product varies only slightly 
over a perio of several year s. During this period , tens 
of millions of un " ts are produced and the tooling cost can 
be recovered in a relatively short time. 
In the area of lower volume, stch as the job shop 
or the sem "volume indus t rie s , l arge o tlays for equi. . ment to 
produce an unchangin product are riot justif"ed. However , 
a tarnation can still be utilized although not ·n the same 
fashion. Here, the thin ~hicb is unc an ed for lon · periods 
are the basic o erations. Therefore, func ~ ional machine nits 
su"table for insertion into existing production arP-as and 
capable of performing the same operation on a variety of pro-
ducts are required .. These f'unct"onal units m st emphasize 
flexi.b " lit both in the type of roduct they can work on and 
in the volume of products which they can handle in a given 
me period. Rel "abilit is important because the small con-
cern cannot keep large numbers of technicians on hand and 
canno afford long delays wh"le awaiting factor service. 
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n general, the basic re u'rements for automatic 
roduction are similar to the requirements which exist for 
nonautomatic equipment. The mass production ind stries can 
afford to invest larg e sums in the engineering and installa-
t ' n of s ecial urpose e u·pment while the job shop re u res 
eq i ment which is more versat'le. For this reason , the 
exam les nf automatic assembly to be e amined are concerned 
~· ·b assemb y · n the mass prod ct ' on industr• of electronics. 
he e am es of 'ob sho automation are concerned with auto-
mat' call controlled functiona units such as mach ' ne tools 
~hich can erf rm the same operation on a variet of pro-
d cts end with the automat'c assembly of subunits which rna 
be sed ·n a number f d ' fferent end ro ts. The example 
of almost complete automation is taken from the rocess in-
d stry whose character'stics of a continuous, uniform pro-
duct make it ideally suited to automation techniques. 
4. Des · g n steps for automation 
In the mass production and process industries , the 
des · n of an automatic system beg ins wit a systems study. 
The pur ose of this study is to establish the nat re of the 
fundamental operat ' ons required to make the product. In the 
electronic industry, for example, the fundamental op erations 
are the mounting of components such as resj_stors a n d capaci-
tcrs on a physical structure and the makin g of electrical 
connections to these components. n the process industries, 
the fundamental operations rna • nc ude the physical operations 
of fract ionation, extraction , blending and filtration and 
the chemi cal operations of cracking , isomerization, hydro-
g enation and neutralization. 
The next ob jective is to establish relationships 
between fundamental operations. In the electronic industry, 
this may involve a determination of the proper sequence of 
operations such as trimming component leads , mounting on 
the physical structure fabricating cables , making connecti ons, 
etc. The process industries are more amenable to the 
establishment of e q uations which describe the operation. 
These equations would indicate the relationship between the 
process variables such as temperature, pressure flow , liquid 
level, viscosity, etc. 
The most critical step is to set up the production 
sequence in terms of suitability to automation, rather than 
emulating the e xi sting manual approach. The capabilities 
and limitations of automatic equipment are far different from 
the capabilities and limita tions of the human beings whom 
t h ey are to supersede. Automation equipment has higher s peed 
and accuracy than a human, but lacks the dexterity and re-
sourcefulness. Perhaps the best example of redesigning of 
fundamental operations to take advantag e of automatic equip-
ment is in the electronics industry. Rather than attemptin g 
to desi gn equipment which would duplicate the dextrous move-
ments needed to mount components on a chassis and wire 
electrical connections between these components , an entirely 
different approach was taken. The wiring was carefully laid 
out on a panel or printed board. This board was made of 
nonconducting material and the wiring was accomplished by 
etching lines of conducting material onto the board. Thus, 
instead of being the final step in the operation, wiring 
became one of the preliminary steps. The components were 
either bought with leads cut to appropriate length or were 
fed through a machine which accomplished this task. The com-
ponents were then placed in an automatic assembly machine 
which placed the components in their proper position on 
the panel. The connections were then soldered by dipping 
the board into molten solder. This description is given 
briefly in order to illustrate how drastically the production 
p rocess had to be revised in order to take advantage of the 
capabilities and limitations of automation equipment. The 
description of General Mills "Autofab" will illustrate the 
process in greater detail. It is this type of design which 
will be needed in any industry if it is to avoid a "Rube 
Goldberg" type of automation which attempts to accomplish 
assembly by direct replacement of humans with automatic 
equipment. 
Once the sequence of operations has been decided 
upon , it becomes necessary to determine appropriate control 
points. These control points should be points in the process 
which have a direct and significant effect on the quality 
of the out ut product. In the process industries, the 
estab ·s ment of control oints v- J be determined by the 
equations for t e rocess which predict the a aunts of the 
various co onents lv : c s o ld be resent at various stages 
and also the tern era t res, press res, etc., \vhich should 
P.Xist at these o"nts. 
The rod ct re u·rements must ten be est bl'shed 
:n terms of the control pointsw For instance , t e placement 
of com onents on a r ted board may be he d to so e speci-
fied tolerance. The res'sta ce betveen co dLctors on the 
bo rd m st have some m nimum value. Perha s a test si nal 
is used on a art'ally completed asse bly to insure that no 
errors have occurred. n the continuous process, specifi-
cations c n set u in terms of the amount of the com-
onents present at a iven oint and the temperature and 
ressure at tat po'nt. 
T P. ne t ste i s to a ly controllers \vhich o er-
ate on t e b sis of ny difference betve n the prorluct re-
quirements and the co trol po · nt o tp ts. This is accom-
l'shed by rov'din instr men a n at each of the contr 1 
o · nts a rl feed "n . bac · nrormatio in the form of an 
electr·cal r o er si ~nal s :t le for c ar son with the 
spec · r·catio • ny d i terence is tl en sed to ener ize the 
controller which either makes corrections or e·ects n-
acce t~ble material before ·tis processe any ftrth e r . In 
gener 1 , electr · cal s·enals have been fond to be the most 
versat " le for th"s task, altho h hydraul:c , pne atic, 
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mechanical and other forms of signals have been used. The 
controller is the device which causes the operation to occur, 
such as a motor or a furnace. 
In order to make the control accurate and reliable , 
it is desirable to set up quantative relationships , wherever 
possible. S~nce most problems of this nature cannot be 
completely analyzed on paper , it is also desirable to set 
up a pilot line or model of the proposed system. This allows 
the checkout of the paper analysis before larg e expendi-
tures for e ui ment are made and it also enables the de-
sig ner to obtain additional information which is useful in 
achievin better control. 
The follo\ving examples may serve to illustrate the 
a plication of control principles to the mass production 
and process industries • 
.5. Ge neral l-Ulls Inc. "Autofabtt for automatic assembly. 
In the production of electronic equipment, a sub-
stantial ercentag e of the cost is in the labor re uired to 
mount components on a chassis and then solder connections 
to these components. A ty~ical unit of electronic equipment 
assembled in this manner is shown in Chart IVA. It can be 
seen that considerable time is required to perform this 
operation. In addition to the time required , several other 
problems have added to the cost of this method of assembly. 
Errors in wiring are easy to make; the wiring may not be 
satisfactory (cold solder joints), and some electronic 
eire jts re re rery p recise arran~ement o f the connections. 
In order ·o in re the q ality of the finished roduct , · t 
s necessa r to in ect an test each assembled u it. ' he 
d evelop ent of the rinted circuit has re ced the rna ni-
t de of ttese robl e sand , at the same t "me , ma~e ossible 
tomatic assemb l · . p r"nted circuit such as shown in 
Chart IV . consists of a boa ~ or laminate of las tic, 
he ol "c or ot er insul at ing material T s board is covered 
nnection · s desire~ . There e ma n y met ods of achiev-
i n g th · s, o e b e · n to mask or cover the areas \{here the 
co per is to remain nd di "ne the board in an acid hi c b 
removes the c o er n an unmaske area. Tn orn er to co . -
a l that "s r e uired is to mo1nt the co-
onents on t e board and solder the connecti ons . The virin 
of t he connections has been ac ieved b y this p r ocess and 
e v ery n"t ~ 1 be ident "cal. 
Ty ic .1 o f one a proach to autom tic insert' on of 
c o ents into r'nt e circuit bo rds · s t e 1" e btilt 
echanical vision of General ~1 · 1 s Inc . The com-b r t e 
nent ttachin be ds are mo nted n a line r'th the c om-
onent mc-.gaz "nes n t rret mount d a bove t e attaching 
head. st ndarcl achine can b e dj sted o acce t in ted 
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circuit boards from 2 inches by 2 inches to 10 inches by 
10 inches. The attaching heads can be rotated and com-
ponents c n be attached at any angle and at any position 
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on the rinted board. A separate machine is available 
wl1ich can accept components in bulk, straighten and trim 
the leads and fill the component magazines. Each attaching 
head is used to mount a single component. The attaching 
heads are mounted in line and the board proceeds from one 
head to the next until all components have been mounted. 
In operation, the printed boards are stacked into an auto-
matic feeder and dispensed from the bottom when two pushers 
connected to the conveyor belt trigger a latch. The 
pushers then move the board to each component attaching 
head. 
As the boards approach each attaching head, the 
conveyor slows down and a locating stop on each head is 
ra ed as the conveyor stops. The boards are located and 
held under the attaching heads by the same indexing surfaces 
used to drill the component mounting holes. The boards are 
spring loaded against these surfaces during the attaching 
cycle. 
Each attaching head bends the component leads to 
the proper spacing, inserts the leads into the mounting holes 
on the board and makes a mechanical connection between the 
leads and the board. The attaching cycle complete, the 
stops are retracted and the conveyor moves the board to this 
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ne t at ac in head ~here the c cle i r e ted. f te r the 
st com o ent h s been attac e t the board is f ed out of 
the mac ine read for the solderin , operation. n inter-
lac · s stem is provided on each attac in hea~ sot a 
if no r ted b oard is in os i tion under an ttach"ng 
hean, that h ead r"l l not be actuated to · nsert a com. onent , 
and (b if a b oard asses from n attacbin ~ head w" th a com-
o ent issi e , the machine wi J sto and the e t bead 
v" l be "ndicate b _ a l " ~ht. T is a .. o s t e line o be 
star ed and stop ed with no vaste of com nen ts and at t e 
a e i e , each b ard is certain to rece · ve a f 1 assembl • 
This s ame n rloc . o erates if a om onent is not inserte 
ro er y, or for anr other r e s on. C'T ne r a . Mills is so 
lannin ~ to rod ce an automatic di solder · n e mac ine 
~rich w " ll accept printed ci r cuit boards as the r co e off 
t e ttach "n g 1 · e and a tomatic lJ solder all compone t 
eads in one di • 
There is some deeree of fle i "li t to this s y s tem 
n th t a ny n mer of attachinR heacs b mo nted in a 
e to 
the b 0 
tomaticallr mo t a l"ke ntmber of com onents on 
• 
t . s o s"ble to od "fr t e line to assemble 
a varietJ o f conf· r t " ons. veve r , " tis u o he 
tr t 
q u·r ed i 
t a ste d _r de a nd for a particu ar as sembl _ 
o rder to recover t e cos t f i nstall t · ~n 
reaso able p riod . T e ch jef adva ta 'e s . f 
lies in the mass r od c .ion "nd stries . 
s re-
n a 
In the interest of presenting concrete figures, a 
s ecific com arison of conventional versus automatic assem-
bl costs are shown in Table V and unit cost distribution 
for var· ous methods of manufacturing is shol"n in Table VB. 
It is important to reco~nize that the find "ngs apply to one 
assembl produced under various selected conditions. There 
is no justification for applying these data to other situa-
tions "ithout extensive revision. The com arison is in-
dicative of the advantages of automatic production~ 
suffic"ent volume is present~ 
6. tomatic assembly of a radio chassis at Sylvania.* 
" • •• The Engineering epartment of the Radio and 
Television Division of Sylvania Electric Prod cts 
determined that entry into the field of automatic 
assembly wo ld be necessary in order to maintain 
its compet"tive position in the industry •••• 
Due to the peculiar market conditions in the radio 
and television industry and the special desi g n 
requirements of electronic equipment , it was de-
cided that the people directing the program should 
hav e experience in e l ectroni c prod uct design as 
well as in machinery design. 
"The demand for radio and television receivers is 
constantly fluctuatin g . The manufacture and stock 
piling of receivers during seasonal slumps, parti-
cularly of TV receivers, is hazardous because of 
the dan ger of obsolescence or of industry-wide 
price cutting. 
"In this fast-movin g industry, a manufacturer 
must be able quickly to change models to satisfy 
market d emands. Running chang es to take advantag e 
of new components, to improve performance, to re-
duce cost, or to correct field problems are the 
rule rather than the exception on television re-
ceivers. The rime object · ves of the program ••• 
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are (a) lower costs, (b) higher and more consis-
tent quality, {c) a more uniform product, 
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(d higher productive capacity, (e) uicker model 
changeover, (f) variable production rate geared 
to market requirements, (g) reduction of ' in 
process ' inventory , (h) reduction of ' finished 
goods ' inventory due to reserve potential of 
machine output, (i) less need for skiller workers , 
(j) less space needed for manufacturing, and 
(k) location of plant not dependent on skilled 
labor supply. 
"lith these factors in mind, the logical approach 
to automatic assembly appeared to be a strai ght-
line type transfer system utilizing individual 
insertion heads to insert single components into 
printed circuit panels •• •" /This approach is 
similar to the one used in the Autofab equipment 
already described~! 
"The automatic assembly equipment is based aroun 
the use of standard com onents and is so designed 
that changes in chassis size , as well as in the 
number and types of components re uired can be 
readily accommodated. • • though it is possible 
and it would be very impressive to have a receiver 
completely automatically assembled, economics 
dictated that this program start paying its own 
way as soon as possible. Therefore , the first 
components considered were those that occur most 
frequently and that were adaptable to automatic 
assembly techniques. The transfer system was so 
designed that additional inser t 'on equipment cou l d 
easily be accommodated as soon as it was available. 
" • • • 
"The radio chassis is a Sylvania 5-tube AC/DC 
radio, Model 515. A printed circuit panel with 
circuitry on one side is used as a base, and all 
components are inserted from the top side of the 
board. All solderable connections are made on 
the lower side. This chassis has the same number 
of electrical components except for wiring as the 
conventional steel chassis that it replaces and 
the two are equivalent in electrical performance. 
The cha.ssi s, as sho'"n , is complete except for 
speaker and loop ." 
"Th's set was designed so that it could be com-
pletely automatically assembled, soldered and 
tested. However , all components in the set can be 
readily assembled by hand also, thus permittin 
a wide latitude in the de g ree of automatic 
assembly used .. " 
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"Dur·n the ·nitial p roduction run of this model , 
19 components were inserted automatically and 
the remainder inserted by hand. The machine in-
serted arts included the two interlock terminals , 
three connecting pins , four jumper w res , seven 
res · stors and three tubular capacitors. After 
all the parts, including the tubes , had been 
assembled, the chassis were automatically selec-
tively soldered~" 
"The transfer machine ••• automatically shifts 
printed circuit boards in sequence from station-
to-station. The equipment is of the strai ht-line 
type and is made up of sections eac 4 feet long . 
Each section contains four stations at '~hich com-
ponent insertion units may be located. Depending 
upon conditions, as many as three insertion 
mach · nes mar be l ocated at one station. ' he first 
section of the assembl r line carries the hopper 
feed for the printed circuit boards and the power 
suppl and controls for the com lete line. The 
p ower supply consists of air pressure at 100 psi 
and a 117-volt, 60-cycle electrical source." 
/This is the same pOlver used in the "Autofab._:7 
"Each additional section is an inde endent unit and 
can be added to or removed from a line by simple 
disconnects. By means of easily adjusted tracks, 
the unit has the flexibility of handling printed 
circuit boards ranging in size from lx2 inch to 
7 1/2 x 11 1/2 inch and from 1/16 to 1/4 inch 
thick." 
"The V notch on the edge of the boards is enga g ed 
by a plunger at each station to locate the board 
accurately and lock it in position while a component 
is being inserted . .Since the V notch is cen-
trally located, the maximum distance from the 
locating point to any hole is reduced to one-half 
the leng th of the board compared to a system using 
the ends of the board as reference points. The 
transfer and indexing directly from the board 
eliminates the necessit for pallets and the addi-
tional accumulated tolerances imposed by their use." 
"The interlock insertion machine automatically 
feeds , cuts , inserts , and cl·nches to a circuit 
panel a pair of terminals used for the 117-volt 
inter ock connection. The interlock terminals 
are fed to the machine from a reel containing 
2000 pairs of terminals." 
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"The resistor insertion machine automatically 
forms, inserts and clinches resistors to the cir-
cuit panel. This machine uses precut resistors , 
body mounted on tape and wound into 12-inch 
diameter reels rang ing in capacity from 1000 to 
2500 resistors depending on size. The reels are 
mounted at the top of the machine , and resistors 
are fed down through a track into the actuating 
mechanism. The tape carries the resistors through 
the machine and feeds them through a take-up 
mechanism. By using prec t leads , all wire scrap 
is confined to one location , and the narrow reels 
on the machine make it possible to keep the machine 
smaller and allows for closer spacing on the line. 
The he~ds are completely flexible in that the 
power assembly may be rotated allow"ng any an gular 
placement of the resistor on the panel. The 
machine is air powered and req ires only two con-
nections to be made op erat"ve. The heads can be 
located at any station of the machine and can 
easily be carried by one man." 
"The capacitor insertion machine is similar to the 
resistor insertion mac ine except that the bod 
assembly is somew at l a r er to handle the larg er 
diameter components. The reels for these mach"nes 
have a capac ·t of 50 capacitors. " ••• 
"The lead cutting machines take resistors mounted 
on ta e and cut the leads to the desired leng th. 
reel of resistors from the vendor is p aced on 
one end of the rna hine ; the end of the tape is then 
fed through the cutting unit and a t tached to the 
narrow aluminum reel. The resistors are cut at a 
rate of 25 00 pe r minute. To eliminate changing and 
set-up , individual cutting units are maintained 
for 1/2, 1 and 2-watt resistors. By releasing two 
clamps, the units are chan ed in less than five 
min tes. All sc r ap wire is collected in one place , 
and reels can be precu at any convenient time." • 
"The sol ering machine automat"cally transfers 
• 
an select "vely solders competed chassis assembl es . 
This machine pump s li u i d solder through tubes 
located at s p ec "fied locations which match the 
connections to be so ldered on the chass i s . iquid 
solder maintained at 470F is continually pumped 
through the tubes. As a chassis is positioned 
in a soldering station, the soldering unit is 
raised so as to allow the solder t contact the 
terminals and circuitry on the board. This 
method provides these advantages: 
1. Clean bri ht solder is continually supplied 
to the area to be soldered. 
2. Constant solder temperature is maintained at 
the joint. This accelerates soldering on 
heavier terminals. 
J . The soldering is selective; only those areas 
requiring solder are contacted. 
4. Heat warpage of the panel is minimized by 
the small area in contact with the board and 
the short cycle. 
5. Cost is reduced by using less solder thro gh 
selective solderin • 
6. Soldering time is kept at a minimum. Excellent 
"oints can be made in 1 1/2 to 2 seconds w"th 
fresh solder and clean boards. However, in 
product"on a three-second cycle is norma ly 
used." 
"Probably the most difficult part of introduci ng 
any ne~ syste is to o tline a program nd to s ick 
to it without constant chan e of direction. Th"s 
is especially true in the case where a desi n 
eng ineer · n . g roup , of necessity , overlaps into the 
field of management, sales, production, and pur-
chasing . During the development period one of the 
most frequently asked questions was, ' If the equip-
ment is run to capacity, how can all the finished 
goods be sold, and if it is not run at capacity 
how can it pay for itself? ' In industry, we are 
used to running automatic mach.ines at capacity." •• 
"Secondly, the p urchasing department was naturally 
concerned about being restricted to fewer sources . 
Many components from various suppliers '~hich were 
interchangeable on hand assembled sets \vere not of 
sufficient mechanical uniformity to be interchange-
able on a mechanized line. In this case suppliers 
were usually selected wlo had g ood control of the 
dimensional properties of their product and \vho 
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\ ere alllare of the pot en ·a 1 of automat· c assembl , 
Industry ~Tide standards will eventually be adopted, 
b t during the initial rogram "twas necessary 
o make some arb "trary decisions wlich wou din-
fl ence later work." ••• 
"It \llas felt by product design o-ro ups at first that 
machine assembl • osed ditional limitations on 
their freedom of desi gn and wo ld result in loss 
of time. s a matter of fact , these limitations 
have, in many cases , reduced the design time y 
eliminating from consideration many of the mu ti e 
pos ibilit "es of hand assemblies, most of which 
were purely matters of personal cho"ce." 
"It is true that the use of automatic assemb y 
equipment force s better planning in all depart-
ments. S chedul "n of purchasing and production 
m st be better coordinated. Poor quality com-
ponents, \llhich could often escape attention in 
and assembly, stand out like sore thumbs in auto-
matic assembly. As a result , overall quality s 
improved." 
"Initially there was a tendenc y to require machine 
assembled parts to be p roduced well ahead of the 
manual portion of the l"ne in case f possible 
m chine fa 1 rew Th"s resulted in stockpiling 
of ' in rocess ' oods and was one of the items 
desired to be eliminated in the long range objec-
tives. s confidence grew with the use of the 
equipment, the 'in process • reserve was reduced 
to a minimtmo" 
"fhen the line was fir s t put into operation, a 
few mec an cal difficu ties we e encountered as 
w· s expected. T e machines were desi gned to be 
as simple as possible. No provision was made to 
stop the entire line if a single insertion machine 
failed to place a component as it \~Tas felt the 
ad ed compl"cat·ons of such a system would nullif 
"ts advantages. It was planned to add th"s 
feature only if prod ction experience proved it 
w s needed. s a result the occasional! missed 
omponents ITere inserted by hand, and the machines 
ca sin the misses were adjusted until their er-
formance \ITas sat sfactory. The average machine 
reliability in placement of components now runs 
better than 98 pe r cent with many machines runn"n g 
better than 99 per cent." 
7. 
nThe use of the automatic assembly equi ment has 
proven to be successful. The quality level of 
the sets has been raised , especially the quality 
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of the soldering. ne'~ cost saving has resulted 
from the use of this equipment. About 70 per cent 
o f the total labor formerly used on a conventional 
receiver has been eliminated through the combined 
use of automatic assembly and a printed c · rc it 
set. The efforts of the industry in general to-
ward the ada tation of components to a tomatic 
assembly wil soon make it poss"ble to assemble 
this type f receiver a lmost completel y automati-
cally." 
automation to \~arehousing. * 
"Automatic \~arehousing deals almost exclusive y 
with materia s 3andlin ~ · •• /Perhaps] 30 per cent 
of manufacturi n costs toda ,-are dir ectly 
attributable t o materials hand n • " 
"/- t the ever Brothers Fareho se in Hammond , 
IndianaT a ne\~ warehouse was considered necessary 
to eliminate transporta tion to leased s ace. 
ince the Hammond plant s pplies soap products 
to 28 state area, the imp ortance of the ne\~ ..rare-
house can rea dily be gau ged. It was de · ned to 
handle 45 , 000 cartons per 8 -hour shift into 
tr cks ing 28 bays, a nd 84 , 000 cases into 28 
r ailroad cars. ~~enty fork tr cks are used--13 
gasoline and 7 electric. Solid deck pallets, 
42 48-inch two-~~ay , double-faced, are sed." 
/A sketch of the layout is shown in Chart VI.!] 
"The ant layout at Hammond imposed s ecial condi-
t"ons from the outset. There were 18 product " on 
lines ca able of roducing soa rod cts simul-
taneous • The production area '~as nearly 800 feet 
from the center of the warehou e area, and due to 
a s ortag e of plant g rounds, the warehouse for 
handling these p roducts had to be wo tories 
hi h." 
"I t was not pract· cal or economi.cal to carry 
separate conveyors from each p roduction line , so 
the twelve hard soa prod cts were converged onto 
ne tr k convey r \~hile the six spray p roducts or 
deterg ents were converg ed onto another truck con-
veyor. These t\~O conveyors then traversed the 
*5 , P • 39-40 
• • .distance to the warehouse." 
"The six spray products may first be selectively 
def ected off the truck conveyor onto two con-
veyor spurs leading directly to the truck dock. 
Otherwise all cartons are automatically trans-
ferred to six accumulation lines feeding the 
automatic pallet loader." 
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"Automatic sorting is made possible by use of 
photocells scanning each carton for a special 
mark which has been affixed on the . side at the 
same time the advertising was printed ••• After 
deflection, some of the cartons are turned over 
on their sides to g ive a 10\~er load hei ght and , 
therefore, a more stable load for palletization • 
• • • Special twist sections accomplish this. The 
cartons are not turned over sooner to permit a 
narrower and , therefore, more economic truck 
conveyor." 
"Cartons are accumulated on six long conveyors 
and then metered to the automatic pallet loader. 
A loader handles Lux cartons and stacks them in 
a spaced and interlocked pattern." 
"After automatic palletization of the spray 
products, the full pallets are either removed by 
fork lift truck or allowed to proceed automatically 
by vertical conveyor to the 10\ITer floor. This 
conveyor handles b~o to three times the volume of a 
standard frei ght elevator and operates in a com-
pletely automat i c fashion by picking up full 
pallets automatically and depositing them auto-
matically on a lower storage conveyor to await 
removal by fork truck." 
A reversal of this procedure takes the pallets from 
storag e to truck or rail sidings. In addition, two spurs 
lead directly to the truck dock by-passing the warehousing 
procedure completely. This s y stem is designed to handle a 
rate of 15 to 50 cases per minute and therefore is ractical 
only for high volume products s ch as is the case here. 
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8 . Automation of the fractionating process in the oi 
d 
industry.* 
The example shO\'ln in Chart VII does not represent 
a fixed or inflexible control scheme for all fractionatin g 
columns. Each problem must be assessed in the light of what 
the particular column must do. 
Distillation is the process of bo " ling off a vapor 
component from a multicomponent l"quid and then recondensing 
the vapor by cooling. A mixture of two or more liquids can 
be separated by multiple distallation in which the conden-
sate from the first distillation becomes the raw material for 
the second. This may be done with a unit kno,.,n as a frac-
tionating column. In a continuous fractionating column , the 
feed mater "al enters in the middle portion of the column. 
One product is removed from the top of the col mn and another 
from the bottom. The objective of automatic control is to 
produce products with a specified composition. 
There are six control loops in this part "cular pro-
cess. The feed to the column is maintained by a flow con-
trol loop. Likewise the reflux to the top of the column is 
maintained by another flo,., control loop. Both the top and 
bottom product flows are determined by level controllers 
first , on the top product accumulator and second, at the 
bottom of the column. The pressure is maintained by a 
pressure control loop. In a process of this type , a chang e 
*1, pp. 425-427 
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of any one of the six controlled elements would momentarily 
upset thee il.brium condit·ons existing in the col mn. 
For example, if the opera tor \vere to increase the feed rate, 
the temperat re in the bottom of the co umn would decrease, 
the pressure would decrease, the bottom leve l would increase 
and the to evel \V'OUld decrease. The system would remain 
in the transitory state until the column could reach new 
equilibrium conditions. Such a system is said to be cros s-
linked or interact · ng. It is possible to neutralize the 
effect of this interaction by several additional control 
loops. 
9. Illustrative nature of exam~les. 
In each of the examples cited, the first step \vas 
to analyze the basic steps in the operation and to redesi gn 
the operation for automation. In the assembly of electronic 
equipment, the development of the printed circuit lV'as the 
key f actor. In automatic warehousing, it was the use of 
pallets. The process i ndustries required no basic redesi gn 
since they were already in a form suitable for the applica-
tion of automatic controls and were, for the most part, 
already semi-automatic. In each case, product requirements 
\vere set up in terms of the control points . The dimensional 
tolerances for each component to be mo nted on the printed 
boards were used to set the position of the locating heads 
and indexing surfaces. The output product specifications 
in the fractionating process were translated into temperatures , 
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pressures and flo\"'S which must exist at c .ertain points. In 
the warehouse, electronic detection devices were used to 
separate products into specified groups. 
In electronic assembly the controller or assembling 
head placed the component on the board in accordance with 
the positioning of the locating heads and indexing surfaces. 
Failure to do so caused the line to stop and a light to 
flash indicating the source of the malfunction. In the ware-
house, a switching system operating in accordance with the 
signals from the photocells routed the cases to the proper 
point for palletization. In the fractionating process, 
valves were used to control flow, and boilers were used to 
control temperature. The electronic assembly and automatic 
warehousing applications do not lend themselves to quantita-
t ive analysis as well as the automatic process does, but 
thorough qualitative analysis coupled with quantitative 
analysis where possible has nonetheless yielded effective 
automation. 
10. Design steps for automation of job shop and semi-volume 
production. 
As in the mass production industries, automation of 
job shop and semi-volume production begins with the study of 
existing operations or "systems study." Since the volume 
o f an unchanging product is not sufficient to justify in-
vestment in highly spec i alized equipment, a combination of 
automatic and manual production is the goal. The concept 
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is one of automatizing a part·cular operation rather than 
a rod tct. If the o eration is common to many or all of 
the products manufactured , and the automat · c e uipment can 
be des · ned to accommodate all of these products , then 
stffi · ent cost savings can be made to justify investment 
in s ch e ui. ment. 
The systems study should reveal what manual opera-
tions resently used can be eliminatedu In addition to the 
cr " teria ment · oned~ this is also a function of the a tomation 
equipment avai able. The small manufacturer is not likely 
to be will"ng or able to make the investment requ·red to de-
sin h"s own e uipment. The study should also reveal tow at 
e tent the product and/or its components can be standardized. 
It mar be possible to use automatic equipment not otherwise 
feasible if a standard com onent or line of products can 
be made without a serious reduction in sales volume * The 
systems st d should not confine itself only to the re-
duction process but should also include a studr of the mar-
ket for the g oods produced. Aga · n , as ·n the study for mass 
production industries, the systems study should lay out an 
overall plan indicating the sequence in wh"ch different 
operations are to be automated. The study should include the 
possibility of applying automatic materials handling e uipment 
to link the areas of automatic o erations . 
Here the plan is to lay out many independent control 
loops with the p ossibility of interconnection by automatic 
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mater ' als han l 'ng equi men t rather than havin one rimary 
contro loo and man subs· diary loops in \"hie automatic 
mater'al handl'n e uipment is an inte r al art of the over-
a 1 s stem. The reason for th . s is to maintain the f ex-
ibilit req ired tot rn o t a va riet of products qu 'ckly 
an with a minimum of confusion when chan 'eovers are requ'red . 
Th s , each contro l loop must have its O\"n stand rd or set of 
standards f r erfor ing an o eration on a articular product . 
Means for feedback of data on the results of the operation 
as erformed on th'e rod ct , a comparison of the standard 
and the results, and a s stem for making corrections in the 
o eration in ace rdance with the results of the comparison 
m st be prov ' ded here just as in any other automatic control 
s stem. 
The first ste in a j ob sho. attomation project s 
to de te rmine the functions most likely to be improved by 
automa ti.on. uest ions similar to t e fol owin sh u d be 
asked: 
Is direct labor a hi gh p erc entage of cost? 
Is scrap a hi gh percentag e of cost? 
(c) ArA inspection costs hi gh? 
(d) Is machine utilizati on time low? 
(e) Is plant space limited usin ·present p ro-
duction methods? 
(f Can the art be re esi gned for automat'on ? 
( g Is maintenance cost h ieh on present machiner ? 
(h Is the operation undesirable from the 
operator ' s stan point? 
n op eration \V'hi ch provides positive answers to most of these 
questions has good possibil.ties of being improved throu ·h 
the u se of auto ation techn · ques. 
The choice of the typ e of control techn· q ues to be 
used is too dependent upon the particular problem to be 
cap able of a general answer. Both analog and di gital tech-
ni q ue s are in use. In t .e case of mach·ne tools , di g ita l 
t echniques seem to be more widely used , perhaps because of 
the i nherently greater accuracy possib e. 
Once an operation has been selected and a proposal 
made , it is necessary to evalua t e the anticipated result s of 
a tomating. In articular , the payoff p eriod or period re-
q ire to recover the requ·red ·nvestmen t should be cal-
c u lated . It has been suggested that for small scale auto-
mation equipment thi s period should not exceed si x months. * 
vhen the costs of engineering , debug ing and training h a ve 
been a dded , the payoff period sho ld not exceed one year. 
Trp ical of the reasoning process required is that 
used by I.B.M.** 
"A study of the requirements for job-shop type 
automation indicated that the best approach to 
follO\V' was that of d. g ital feedback automation 
under the control of programs stored on punched 
cards or tapes. The decision to concentrate 
primarily on digital feedback control was based 
on the followin g factors: 
*13 , p. 101 
**15 , P• 38-39 
1. Use of feedback permits accuracr of results 
essentially independent of the quality of 
the physical drive linkagea 
2. \Vhen feedback is not used in the manufacture 
of parts to the close tolerances required 
by many data processing machine components, 
machine tools must be built and maintained 
to such accuracy that tool costs are pro-
hib"tive. 
J. Normally, tool and drivin . gear wear must be 
kept almost to zero. Feedback provides 
automatic correction for wear and backlash , 
thereby permitting reat accuracy with 
machinery of ordinary mechanical precision. 
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4 . Feedback also el "minates the necessity for 
many se arate inspection steps b y performing 
inspection operations concurrent with shaping 
and assembling." 
"Di gital type feedback has several advanta es in 
most IB1 operations over analo type. In the first 
place, di ital data handling is more flexible. 
Close design of a specific feedback loop is not 
requi r ed if the information is handled in d"gital 
form. Instructions and feedback information can 
be counted, compared , translated, amplified and 
summed with ease. Identical comparing, transmitting , 
counting and logical elements can be used witho t 
modificat · on in various situations, control in 
ent·rely different opera tions at varying power 
levels. s a second advantage , the accuracy of 
di ital feedback control s stems is limited only 
by the accuracy of the input data. Analog elements 
possess accuracT limitati ns inherent in the 
particular system. To achieve hi h accurac w"th 
analog loo s, very high-qualit instruments are re-
qu ·red . " 
" th"rd advantage of digital feedback ·s that 
electronic data processing machines and other IB 
equipment hand e data n d"e; " tal form . No conver-
s·on ·s required to connect di ital automation 
controllers and other data processing equi. ment. 
Th"s permits d "rect transm·ss · n of rograms re-
ared ·n com ters to a tomation controllers w"th-
out translation. Finally, transmission of data in 
di gital form is more easily achieved than trans-
mission of analo volta es. " 
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11 . finnesota Engineering Co. "Minn-A-Mati n for short-
run production. 
This machine is used for automatic insertion of 
electronic components in printed circuit boards in a manner 
similar to that described for the " utofab." The major 
difference · s that the unit is desi ned to be used as a 
sing le head machine and not as part of a line of heads each 
erforming an unvarying function. It differs from the 
" utofab" in that both the insertion time and the chang e-
over time from assembly of one component to assembly of an 
entirely different component can be made in seconds. The 
" 
tofab " has an insert " on time measured in seconds but e 
chan eover t"me is measured in m"nutes. The "1-'linn-A-Ma ic" 
uses hand insertion of boards, hand loading of components 
and hand adjustment of the machine for component changeover. 
The only operation which has been automated is the operation 
of inserting the components in the board an connecting the 
leads to the printed wires. The reason given for this is 
t at it is the only way possible to prod ce a machine suited 
to a wide variety of requirements and applications such as 
are encountered in t~e job-shop type of lant. 
12 . The M. I . T . numeric machine. 
n outstandin example of automation of a machining 
operation is the numer"cally controlled mill at the Servo-
mechanism Laboratory of M. I aT. This machine provides auto-
matic contour control in three d i mensions over the piece 
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being ma chined. The basic ma chin e on '~hich these controls 
are used is a 28 x 60 inch vertical Cincinnati Hydrotel. 
The desired path which the machine is to follow 
while milling the piece is computed and the results trans-
ferred to a punched tape. The data are then fed to a 
storage device which converts the data into a train of electr-
ical pulses. These pulses are used to drive hydraulic motors 
which control the posit ion of the cutti n g tool. Detection 
dev· ces are also mounted on the machine and feed b a ck data 
on the positi on of the tool. . ny differences between the 
data from the stora g e device and the da ta from the detection 
device is used to ma ke correct ions. 
Thus it is only necessary to compute and punch a 
tape once for a given piece and the machine will automatically 
turn out as many of these pieces as de si red . If a library 
of tape s containing all of the contours normally re uired is 
b •lt , the the machi ne can be changed from aut matic 
milling of one product to automa tic milling of a totall y 
d iffere nt p roduct merel y b• changing ta es. If a c stomer 
req ests a new product requiri n g a milling op eration, the 
ta e can be made up and then stored for later use if the 
customer should decide to buy additional quantities of the 
new p roduct. Computing the path and preparation of the ta e 
rna• r equire one or two da s ~ork. It can be seen that only 
a very fe\\r pieces have to be made before the cost has been 
recovered thro gh saving s in mach ne operator hours. In 
a~nirion , thP-re is less s e an the ha•e 
<'legre 
13. 
f j formi. t hen machined < tical ly., 
e controllP.d 
. no h r exaw 1 of t om tic c nin : ut· · ~i ~ 
ct ·rfe e t pr '.nci _ e is the ta e co tro 1 lat e., In th i s 
· nstance , st nd r~ athe s f" t e 
an ot rs b'cb co trol see d and <'l e th 
<'letec t "on dpv"ces 
f c t of the too .• 
An o era o ses he lat e to roduce he . ieee n t e arne 
manner ~s s c sto T e de ection dev · ce . send c1 ta on 
the osition of the tool n the form of e ectr~ca i gnals 
hie re ecor<'led on tape recorder. . fter the ieee 
has been com leted, t e operation is repeated c This time , 
ho·erer , the o erator is not s .. ver~ m e ent of the 
lath . \'bich va s se to a e the fir st ece vas recor<'led on 
t e tape. Jo the tape recorcU ng s la ed b c an used to 
drive t em tors mont c1 on the 1 the. _ ga jn , data on the 
ool osition is fed back from t e detect i on dev"ces , btt 
this time it · s compared with the tape recordin ~ ny errors 
are sed to case the motors to correct the tool osit"on ~ 
T bas · c f nct"on of th"s machine ·s sim'lar to 
t~e ill~n~ mach"ne~ e chief c1 " fferences are 
fflC that an er tor s s ed to m ke the first 
t e 
ece nd 
a recor<'lin of h" s ovements is 1sed as the s tanda ro for ma 
ing fill s beque t ieces; and (b a different cont ol 
tech .. · q e s used -; ich :i.s les accur te , b t vhich r 
the st d rc r reference or t e m ch: e more r pi 1 and 
ess e ensivel than is the case :n t e milling machine~ 
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Both mac ines have the advantag e of being versatile 
in tha t t e y can be chan ·ed from operation on one type of 
p roduct to another quickl r and inexpensively. Here, as in 
the case of "1-1inn-A-Ma tic," automation is confined to a 
p a rticular o eration w ic is re uired by many different 
products and the em hasis is on flex'bil'ty and speed in 
chang ing from one product to another. 
1 4 . Survey of production automation techni ues. 
Bef re turning to an appraisal of manufacturing 
automation, it may be well to · ndicate the techni ues \17hich 
are sed to achieve automatic control in the production pro-
cess. Basically two types of control are used. These are 
analog control such as exemplified by the tape controlled 
lathe , and d'. ital control exemplified by the M .. I .. T. milling 
ma chine. 
In analog control , the control signals , which are 
enerall : electr'cal in nature , a r e continuous and are of 
the same nat •re as the actual variable bein controlled. 
For e xam le , the temperature of a process may be re resente d 
h . r an e ectrical s· nal from a detection device. If the 
temperature rises, the signal from the detect ·.on devi ce 
r·ses a nd vice-versa .. In like fashion, the amount of move-
men t of the tool in a lathe mar be ' ndicated by an electri-
ca l s · gnal . s the movement increases , the si nal increases 
and v ce-versa . 
In di gital control , the control signals while a gain 
being electrical , are not continuous. The sienals consist 
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o f pulses , each pulse represent i n g a number. If the tempera-
ture of a process is 300°F , a serie of pulses will be 
s ent b ack from the detection device which represent t he 
n mber 300 . If the tool is 3 inches from some reference 
p oint, the detect ion device sends back a series of pulses 
which represent the number 3. Change s in the tempera ture 
or tool osition are reflected as chan~es · n t he number of 
ulses. 
Digital control has an advantage when hi gh accuracy 
(be tter than one part in one thousand is required. na log 
control has the dvantage of being continuous \vhich makes 
the control system easier to desi g n. I n addition, mos t 
controller s which are presently available are analo rather 
than i g ital. Control systems, such as theM I.T. milling 
machine , w ich require hi gh accurac make use of d " ital to 
ana og conversion equipment. This e uipment acce~ts data 
abo\ t he ys em in diFital forn and converts it to analog 
for v ich can then be used to dr"ve the ava " lable analog 
con rol ers. 
Therefore , present roduction automation systems 
t se hree basics rs ems ; the c o"ce o f system depend "n 
0 the articular a p icati • These systems are 
(a nalo ) ct · _ital , and (c c mb."nation analog and 
di gi tal ~ 
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n r er to make. intelligent decis' ons about where 
automat ' on controls stems can be app ' ed nd to set up a 
r gr m w i roceed eff'c'entl to the des'red ~ oals , 
rna ee ent m st set p a well reasoned approach to the 
whole program. 
The initial step is to organize within the company 
for an nves igation of automation as ·.t bes applies to the 
par ic ar ro lems of t e com an~'• The best a )roach seems 
to be the project or "team"' ap roac • Because of the 
eel nical nat re of automation , the nucleus of this team 
sold be composed of engineerin , and production personnel. 
The administrative and accounting functions should also be 
re resented on t · steam since , :n many cases, automation 
has a profo nd ind'rect effect on the conduct of operat' ons 
· n these areas as \,rell. It is important that the leader of 
the team be conversan t not only w· h tie techn'cal aspects 
of automatic control , but a so with the a ' ms and financtal 
limitations of the company. The leader should be capable 
of integrating the d iverse skills of the team members and 
concentrating them on the objectives which have been laid 
out. In many cases , it has been found worth,rhile to make 
use of outside consultants who can act in an advisory ca)a-
cit• to the study team and su ply kno,rledge and experience 
,rl · cb may be lack' n ,rithin the com any. 
The first objective of the stu y is to determine 
what specific benefits are required which necessitates 
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automating. 
duction , se 
Such benefits as loier costs per unit of pro-
of less labor, r educed effort on the part of 
abor presently bein used, reater safety in dangero s pro-
cesses , higher quality than possible usin human o erators, 
reater uniformity , reduced wastes, increased production 
and sav · ngs in space can be obtained · n particular appli-
cat·ons. Mana _ement must determine which of these benef"ts 
are expected · n each case. 
The subsequent examination of the particular opera-
tions which. · t has been deemed desirable to automate m st 
not only produce an acceptable technical proposal but also 
must examine all indirect effects of automating a particular 
area. In addition to the cost of new equipment, the amount 
of other costs such s engineer · ng, product redesign, sales 
promot"on, test · n , toolin and retraining of production per-
sonnel must be considered. The effects of automating one 
prorluction operat · on on the operations p receding and succeed-
ing it must be examined to insure that nei ther will act as 
a bottleneck once automation has been i ns talled. The problem 
of installation and debugging of new equipment must not be 
aken l" ghtly. R .. • Kessler of General Motors Inc.* says, 
"1-'Iak· ng the machine work requires the h · ghest order of in-
gen it r and atience. Full r 20% of the cost of the machi.ne 
* 18 , P• 144 
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'"ill be expended during this period." The effec on n-
ven ory sho 1 be examined. P. Niland* says, ''Automatic 
machines tend to reduce in process inventorr but may in-
crease rat" rna terial and finished g oods inventories in order 
to avoid short runs." The use of automation equipment has 
the effect of reducing direct costs and increasing indirect 
costs as a percentage of total unit costs. (See Chart II B • 
This may require that methods of overhead computation be re-
examined and revised to take into account the fact that 
overhead s now a much larger percenta e of total cost than 
previously. Mr. Niland* also calls attention to the fact 
that automation is requiring that mana g ement refine its 
techniq ues for calculating the payoff period for capital 
expenditures for new· eq t "pment. This author mentions that 
debugging of automation equipment results in up to JO% hi her 
cost than had been anticipated. The funds re uired to meet 
these costs must be made available. If the funds can be 
made ava " lable, the"r use in th"s area must be wei hed 
a gainst the benefits accruing from the"r use in other areas 
of the business. In viet" of the rapid techno log cal chang e 
intis f"eld , the robable ear obso escence of the ro-
osed e ipment must be considered. In the case of mass 
roduction automation, market uncertaint"es affecting the 
stab · 1 " ty of demand for the product are important. 
*14 , P• 78 
**14 , • 80 
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The decision to automate a articular se uent of 
the production process sho ld be based on detai ed anti-
tat·ve ans~er tot ese uest · ons and should fol o~ a 
loeica ste. -by-ste procedure from a a collection, analysis , 
decision and rocurement to installat·on. Onl r then dll 
it be possible to anticipate the success or failure of a 
proposed installat·on and to make the transition with the 
least delay a nd dist rbance to the present organization. 
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II * 
1. eason for the need of a process·ng. 
In recent years, m c as een rritten abo t au-o-
rna ic data rocess· n; nd many com an·es have placed dat 
rocess·n ~ e ipment on the marketw Pub "city abo1t this 
hase of automation has been greater than for any ot ero 
T e ~reat interest ·n this area on the part of b s"nessmen 
·.ncticates that a need must definitely exist. 
In most modern organizations, management realizes 
the · nadequacy of control by the "seat of the pants " method. 
ontrol ·s more and more becoming based on factual data 
about day-to-day operations. This data is obtained through 
the rocess of recor1ine, classj.fyin , s mmarizing and ex-
tract "ng facts from the mass of ra~ data ~ ich is ke t on 
these da•-to- d y transactions. s the organization e ands , 
more and more data mtst be processed to obtain these facts. 
s control techni ues im rove , more and more facts must be 
obtained from a iven amount of data. s has been seen 
rev·o sly, g ood control depends u on rapid feedbac of 
dat concern ·n t e rocess under contro • Therefore, 
rna agement is re uiring that control " nformation be mad 
availab e more and more rapidly. The recent trend to de-
central"zation in large companies has resulted ·n increas-
in dependence of to man ~ ement upon reports in order to 
·ud ·e the effectiveness of a particular plant. The use of 
cler · c bor to rocess the ra id y increasing f o of 
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pap er work and extract useful fact s h as become too slow , too 
e x ensive and too inefficient-
In a recent article* Mr. Robert A. Shiff , President 
of the r ational Records Management Council calls attention 
to the risin g costs of paperwork. "\IJ'here the purchase of 
reduction machinery is involved,u he said, "top managemen t 
insists on having specific cost data made available with a 
detailed analysis and study of its effect on capital over-
head and profit marg in before it will authorize a single p ur-
chase." "On the other hand, top management rarely knows the 
cost of processing a sales order, the cost of a claim, or 
the cost of processing a sales voucher." "The dollar values 
of personnel time , office space and equipment immediately 
affect operating costs and reduce profits." "Dollar leaks 
in office procedure and paperwork have become a serious 
drain on the industrial budget." 
While management may not know the exact costs of 
various types of paperwork, they are a\ll'are of the increasing 
cost of data processing as a whole and they are aware of the 
increasing inadequacy of present methods of accomplishin~ 
it . For these reasons, more and more companies are installing, 
or considering installation , of automatic data processing 
equipment • 
*20 , • 1 , 11 
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2. Fu1ctions of an automatic data processing system. 
The functions of an autorn tic data processing system 
may cover any or al of the data processing functions of an 
r anization. Data processing req ire ents rna 
follo ~ing. 
'nclude the 
(a) Satisfy rnana ~ernent ' s need for planning and 
control information. 
(b) Routine operating needs such as accounting 
re irements , production re uirernents , stock-
holder information and sales and market 
information. 
(c) Requirements for internal audit. 
{d) e al and tax req 'rements. 
(e) Requ · rements for . ubli shed reports. 
In short, the automatic data processing ystem must 
select, interrelate and communicate useful facts from the 
total amount of operating data. An a tomat ed system may be 
desi g ned to handle any or all of the above tasks--the 
selection of the particular area to be automated in a parti-
cular company is a decision which 
rocessing study. 
st be made early in the 
It should be noted tha t there are two forms of 
automatic data rocessing. The f'rst which is g enerally re-
ferred to as Electronic Data Processing, or E.D.P ., consists, 
in the main, of re lacing mechanical data processing equ'p-
ment \~Tith faster , higher capacity electronic data processing 
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e i ment. e bas·c system of d ta co1lec ·on and the 
t _rpe of ata rocessed rema·ns u 1tered. In t s w y, 
t e ns 11ation of automatic data proce in e u"pmen 
has the least effect on the company ' s present system. How·-
ever, it also rovides on1 a few of the possib e benef " ts 
obtainab e from the e ui ment. he secon is often c led 
integrated elec roni c data processin or I. • .P. This 
a proac \vhich offers the greatest 1 n -ter benefits 
consists of redesigni g the com ete data pr cess · ng sys em 
in order to take f les advantage of the capabi1it " es of 
a oma · c data processin eq i ment. lch in egrated d t 
o essing h a as it goal the elim"nat"on of copying in-
format " on , e1 ·.m· nat · on of man al f " ling and storage of 
infornation a f" na 1 y , the e · na · · o o an ta n 
mecha ical c nver~ion of data i.nto a d o f ac .ine an -
a __,·e • OS 
ave n inte rated plan , b t to make the originc 
tion 0 re 1 cement bas · s " th tl e .vent al f 
n e r n g e e i ent nto n ov r st s calle 
for h the lan . 
3. Ev 
ri ~ · nall all data rocessin . vas acco lished b y 
h nd s per n pencil., T e f"rst mechan · cal aids 
e e si. le f ncti on mach · nes s ch s ty_ elvri ters and add-
n mac ines. 
*16 , • 69 
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."ext, ulti e-funct"on mac ines such as book-
kee ing m chines and unched car mach"nes were introduced. 
The book eep"ne machine combined the functions of the ty a-
writer and the adding machine, eliminating the need for a 
manual transfer of the data from one machine to another. 
The punched card machine mechanized the manual operations of 
sort·n an collating data. The modern data rocessin 
s~stem further elim "nates the manual transfer bet1e n f nc-
tio a.l machines and also performs additional clerical func-
tions throu _,h the medium of a stored pro ,ram . This stored 
rogram replaces the low level intelligence required in 
many cler · cal f nct"ons. By virtue of detailed "nstructions 
loc ted in est red program, the d ta rocessin~ mach:ne 
can perform the same logical steps as a cl erk~ he machine 
has the further virtues of hi ~er speed, g reater accur acy 
and eliminat ion of intermediate steps. Thus, the history of 
data proce ssin; aids sho-rs a steady increase in the types 
of tasks which are made capable of mechanization along \vi th 
a combining of two or more tasks on a single machine. uto-
matic data processing represents a further step in this pro-
g ression .. The reason for the tremendous interest · n this 
latest ste is that it is a fundamental advance e nd offers 
an opportunity for a vast increase in efficiency ., The thin . 
wh " ch makes automatic data processing a fundamental advance 
is that it performs clerical tasks under its own control. 
It re resents autonation rather than increased mechanization. 
8 1 
4 .. 
In order to discuss the nat re of electronic data 
rocessine equipment , " tis first necessary to define several 
terms which re used extens · vely ~hen iscussing this equi -
men • 
(b 
(c 
(d 
(e 
(f 
Bit. f n ment unit of information 
c r es . ondin~· rou p;hl 
the a habet. It as little meaning br it-
se b assumes si e nif'ca ce when g ro ed 
with other bits in some logical fash"on . A 
bit na be hysically represented n a com-
uter by a hole or no le (as in a unched 
earn , by a pulse or no lse (as in electroni c 
equipment) , or b y ma gnetization or no ma e;neti-
zation (as on ma gnetic ta_ e • 
\'lord • , roup of bits ~hich represent a 
number , an instrtction or a ~or 
orcl "nary sense • 
(in the 
Re...,. · ster . location or lace \,there a word is 
located. 
_ ddress. The coded number which tell the 
location of a particular reg ister. 
Access Time. The t"me re uired for the com-
puter to obtain -he ' nformation contained in 
a particular re . ister. 
Arithmetic Element. Performs a mathematical 
o erating such as addition and subtraction. 
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( g ) ccumula tor. The part of the comp ter \¥hich 
holds the results of mathematical operatio s 
such as addition and subtraction. 
(h) Program. The sequence of instructions ..rhich 
controls the operation of the computer . 
("} Control. The mechanism which makes the com-
puter operate ·n accordance wit t e stored 
p ro ,ram. 
The art of the compLter ·n oJ' "cb the 
pro ram and other data are stored. It is the 
computer ' s f iling cabinet . 
The basic components of any business comptter are: 
( a In ut-Out ut E uipment; (b) Central Processin , Unit; 
and (c) Memory. In a particular com uter, each of these 
basic com onents can be uite large and complicated. Each 
could actually be composed of more than one piece of equip-
ment. concrete example is the IBM 704 system shoY'n in 
Chart VIII . Here , the input e q i . ment consists of a card 
reader for readin IBM punched cards. The out ut equipment 
s a printer , which. converts the information into data in 
al ha-n meric form (t ypewritten words and numbers , or a 
caro p ncb which converts the information to standard IBM 
cards. The centr 1 processing unit performs the actual cal-
culations or data processing. The memory consists of a 
ma gnetic core storag e which is \V'here the prog ram is stored 
a nd a n auxiliary memory \Y"hich can be connected if needed. 
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'hi s auxiliary memory is composed of a magnetic drum and 
rna netic tapes. The data which is to be processed and the 
program w·hich determines holv the data is to be processed 
are key - unched on cards from their ori g inal form. The 
data is then read into the machine throuf','h the car reader. 
The computer processes the data · n accordance with the pro-
g ram, and either prints out on the printer or punches cards 
on the car punch. 
The basic advantaees of this device are ( a) the 
tremendo s speed (.000012 seconds} for a sing le cycle , and 
{b) the ability to operate from a predetermined sequence of 
instrtct"ons or prog ran. The bi ggest problem is that of 
making u the se~uence of instructions. This opera tion is 
commonly referred to as program ing . This prog ram must be 
mace up in minutest detail because the macb"ne has no in-
telli -ence of its own and mtst be told exactlv how to 
per!orm every step in the data p rocessi ne operation . Pro-
g rammin g is a hi ghly skilled task and requires several 
months if a completely new problem such as payroll data is 
to be processed on the equipment . Once the program has been 
established , t machine can perform the same ty e of pro-
cessin . on ne'v data at high speed. s in automation e uip-
ment for product "on , we have the same problem of ali h 
initial cost and set up time \vhich can be offset b y savings 
gained thro gh rep eated operation. 
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5 . Descri tion of operation of actual systems. 
A. IB} 650. 
The IB!·1 650 is a medium size data processing 
ma chine using a ma gnetic drum memor · . The input-
a tp t o erates through the medium of punched cards. 
The averag e time for a single c cle of operation is 
.0024 seconds . To handle a problem , the 650 req ires 
a set of "nstr ctions or program . Each instr ction is 
com osed of (a a 2-di g i t o era tion code lvhich tells 
the machine what it is to do; (b) a 4-di git data address 
code \-/hie tells the machine lv'here to find the informa-
t " on to be processed or where to put a result; (c a 
4 - digit code which tells the machine where to find the 
next instruction. In this example, the program is 
stored ·n drum locations 0001 - 0005. The data to be 
p rocessed is stored in 0051 and 0052. The first in-
struction is to read the card and store the data in 
0051 and 0052. The second instruction is to reset 
the accumulator to zero and add the data in 0051. The 
third instruction is to add the data in 0052. The 
f ourth instrlction is to store the data in the accumula-
tor in 0177. The final instruction is to punch a card 
with the data in 0177 and start over a gain. This simple 
example illustrates the com le ity of the p rogramming 
problem. Adding two numbers requires a 5-step program. 
The ma gnitude of the program for a more compl"cated 
operation increases proport "onately. 
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B . IBM 705 . 
----· 
The IB].1 705 is a larg e scale data p rocessing 
machine with an integrated system of record reading and 
wri ting devices interconnected through a central pro-
cessi.ng and control tnit. Both IBM cards and rna netic 
tape can be fed into the system with results prepared 
on ca rds, tapes or printed reports. All units are con-
trolled thro ~h the medium of the stored program. This 
pro _ram , or series of coded instructions , is pla ced in 
the magnetic core memory b y the operator. Transcription 
from cards to tape, tape to cards or tape to printer 
can all be accom lished while other operations involvin , 
functions of the central p rocessing unit are being carr i ed 
on. 
A total of 4o , ooo characters can be stored 
within the main storag e of the 705; characters may be 
letters of the alphabet , decimal numbers or any of 
eleven punctuation marks or symbols used in report 
printing. One or more ma gnetic drums are available as 
o t ional e uipment with a capacity of 60 , 000 characters 
each. An unlimited additional storag e can be obtained 
through the use of ma gnetic tape. The magnetic tape 
and drum unit s are used for auxiliary storag e of informa-
tion. The card reader is used to process data , in the 
form of punched cards, into the computer. The central 
processing unit contains the internal memory and logical 
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circuits as well as the arithmetic units where the actual 
data processing takes place. The operator's console en-
ables the operator to manually control the operation of 
the computer and to check the status of machine circui ts, 
registers and counters. The card punch is used to present 
output data from the computer in the form of punched 
cards. The printer is used to present output data in 
t ypewritten form for immediate human evaluation. 
c. Remington Rand Univac II. 
The Univac II, which is illustrated in Chart IX, 
is a large scale general purpose data processing equip-
ment and at present is the chief competitor of IBM for 
equipment in this field. The basic functions of the 
Univac II are similar to the IBM 705 and are shown in 
Chart IX. Rather than punched cards, magnetic tape is 
used as the chief input and output equipment. The pro-
gram to be stored is fed into the central computer 
magnetic core memory by means of magnetic tape "Uniservos. n 
The data to be processed is also fed to the computer in 
the same fashion. The supervisory control acts as the 
nerve center of the system and enables the operator to 
control and check the operation of the computer. A 
card-to-tape converter is available to enable the com-
puter to operate in an existing punched card system. 
Data to be processed for the first time is placed on tape 
by means of Unityper II which is an electric typewriter 
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'~hich also has auxiliary circuits for placing the in-
formation typed on magnetic tape. The high speed 
prin t er is used to print out data f r om tape containing 
proc essed information out of the Central Computer. A 
tape-to-card converter is used to convert the computer's 
output tape to punched card form if desired. 
6. Types of systems available. 
There are basically two types of data processing 
s ystems available. The first is the general purpose sys tem 
which has the flexibi l ity to perform a wide variety of data 
p r o c essing tasks. Units of this type are available with 
la r ge, medium and small data handling capacities. These 
unit s c an be used on several types of tasks simultaneousl y 
if necessary in order to make full use of the inherent 
capacity of the system. Thus, a general purpose compu t er 
can be used for inventory control, payroll and production 
scheduling all during the same peri od. As would be expected, 
t his flexibility must be paid for, both in higher initial 
cost and, in some cases, slower processing spe e d. 
The second type of system available is the special 
purpose equipment. Such equipment is designed to perform a 
s pecific task such as inventory control. Advantage can be 
taken of this fact in the design of the system and, as a 
result, such systems are less expensive and sometimes faster 
than a general purpose system of corresponding capacity. In 
s uch a system, the logical operations to be performed are 
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- o1n in a vance and the c m er c be de i g n d to perforn 
on . r t ese o· era tions ~ Th. s a ows the ro ,ramminr- o er-
t• on to be much sim ler since the nacl1.ine has been "perman-
ently rog ram e " i the desi n stage. The urchaser of 
s c equi nt uns t h e risk of av·n . e cess e com uter 
c a e cann t use a nd als of remat re bso s-
ce1~e of the e ui ment due to changes in the data recess i n g 
re~ ·rements oft e firm. 
7. ummary of advantages to be a · ned from automa c data 
proce s ne systems. 
Havi g isc ssed br · efl the eneral ature of 
t m c dat rocess · nF, e i en , · t s \l"el. to enu er e 
the s ec·fic ways in which this e uipment can aid mana g ement 
in attainin better control of ~ erations. 
(a e fact that data is transmi ted , roces ed and 
re r ed a · gh er seed ena es all levels of 
mana e ent to ch · eve faster feedback of infor1at · on 
on operati ns. This enables correction to be made 
befor operat · ons have become too ineff icient. H" ,her 
s eed makes ossi ble ne\\1" data s mmaries \\l"hich co Jld 
n t be chieved previously d e t the e cessive me 
c ss r• to · ro ce tle • 
e r f ge erat ·n or 
o~ever , m nagement m s· 
"nformation than it is 
poss "ble to assimilate. _ s masses of oper · onal 
dat become read · l av ·.lable , '~hat · to lee mana ge-
ment ·rom becomin-.:;, so · mmersed · n day-to-day o era tions 
(b 
hat :tis dive ed from · s lon~ range lann ' ne 
res1ons il ' ty? It , therefore , ecomes necessary 
for e evel of mana ement to etert ne at 
s real for ation need are a d t rn the da a 
which the rece ' ve to s s ch informatio • S ch 
data w 1 concern itself with act ' vit ' es or as ects 
of the us ' ness which ave a stron im act on short-
te m rof' sand long-term , rowth and com t't've 
stren t a 
t h ' cl can be stored on maene ic drums or ta e 
or n e fort of unched ca ds rather th n on a er 
is in more compact form and requires less storag e 
space. 
(c well thought-out system will result in reduced 
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man o~er requirements either by virtue of a direct 
reducti n of the present clerical for e or by e -
endin the recessing ca acity of the present staff. 
(d Hieher reliability and greate r freedom from mist~kes 
· n d pr sented to management for eva tion. 
(e T e reliminary analysis, wh'ch subjects t e ex ' st ' n 
system to a crit 'ca rev ew, may result in im rove-
mens n present cont ol tecln ' s ' ' thou any 
vestment in data pro essin e u ' pment. 
Perhaps the least understood area in which data 
proces in , equipment can be used by management to achieve 
be er con ol over o era i s as ea s o f faci itat'n _ 
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t e ap ication oft e mathema ·cal teclni ues of erat·ons 
Research to the solution of business prob ems . elat · vely 
fe~ companies thus far appe r to have sed their data pro-
cessing insta lations for this purpose. One survey indicates 
that of 23 com anies whic have computers n use or on order , 
on y three are attem ting to develo some 0 erations Research 
a pl · ca ons,. 
The reasons for th"s are: (a) ot all companies 
have the same opportunities for the use of such tee ni ues . 
A company must have severa h" ~hly re et t "ve o eratin""' pro-
blems involv"ng alar e n1mber of related variables whic~ 
can be e ressed u ntitat "vel y* (b any roble s can be 
so ved w"thout the se of computers. (c) he techniq es 
of Operations Research m st be understood by some of t e 
com anie ersonnel. 
in the applicat·on of 
Pt cha s e of a computer will not resu t 
erations Research techniques unress 
t ere are personnel available who have an understanding of 
these techniques and have been trying to apply them to 
com a problems n he past. 
In order to present a well-rounded picture, it is 
desirable to mention some of the pitfalls which a\-rai t the 
overly enthusiastic approach to automated data processing. 
By and large the use of general purpose computers to obtain 
clerical cost reduction has not yet . roduced the saving s 
ho ed for. This does not mean that '""orthwhile economies ,.,il l 
not u timately be achieved as experience is gained in the 
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use of computers and as improved lower cost equipment is in-
traduced . Regarrtless of what improvements are made in 
electronic equipment , management must guard against many 
mistakes \\Thich can result in unprofitable installations or 
in concealment of the fact that the saving s which are achieved 
result from factors other than the installation of data pro-
cessing equipment . 
The experience of McKinsey and Co. Inc., management 
consultants , indicates that the method by which paperwork is 
performed is the least important of the several ways to cut 
clerical costs. They feel that much g reater cost reduction 
can be achieved by (a) making a critical evaluation of the 
work that needs to be done; (b) analyzing the indirect factors 
such as policies and organization structure that affect the 
complexity or volume of work; and (c) using objective measure-
ment techniques for determinin how many people are really 
needed to do the required work. It is this type of analysis, 
which should be performed in the preliminary systems ~tudy, 
which can lead to marked improvement in the p resent data pro-
cessing system without any investment in new equipment . Only 
when these steps have been taken can the introduction of new 
e u ment result in real economies. 
Another mistake whicl has been made is to under-
estimate the changeover cost or the cost of p reparing for, 
installing and perfecting the use of the computer . These 
est·mat·ng errors have been of two types: Not provid ·ng 
enough time or money for the preparator steps that are re-
co . nized and overlooking some elements of cost e ntirely. 
A third type of mistake is to underestimate the 
o erating cost of the a omat'c eq i ment . ny pro o ed 
system whic exists only on paper is always highly ideal-
ized. It , therefore , inevitabl underestimates the oper tin 
time necessary for a particular o erat ' on and overestimates 
t e de r e f machine tilization. 
In computing savings which will be achieved from 
an a toma ed i s allation, it is important to differentiat e 
b e ~een saving s achieved through r e-evalua tion of data pro-
cessing rocedures and the savings achieved from the in-
stal at'on of new equi ment . 
In summary, the followin factors concernin com-
ters should be well understood. (a A computer is not a 
"brain" which '"ill automatically solve problems which re-
viously re u'red htman solution. com uter must be told 
how to operate on the data it receives in the mi n utest de tail. 
The computer ' s main attributes are speed and freedom from 
errors. It requires much human planning and pro ramming be-
fore t is speed and reliability can be harnessed to produce 
better control and economy for the company which dec "des to 
use one. (b Like any capital equipment which is purchased, 
computers are econom'cally just"fiable because of the fact 
t at t e ope a ions whic:1. they perform are sufficiently re-
petitive and high in volume to justify the initial outlay 
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and the cost of upkeep. Even in small companies producing 
non-standard products, the data concerning the operation of 
the b siness such as sales invoices, material requi sitions , 
inventories, payroll registers , budgets, etc. is repetitive 
and of substantial volume. For this reason, automated data 
processing is of potentially wider interest than automated 
roduction techniques \IThich require a product line which has 
a si nificant element of standardization. (c) Computers 
should be regarded by manag ement as a highly complicated 
but potentially highly effective tool for control. 
8. Preliminary st eps in establishment of automated data 
processing s ystem. 
(a stud team. 
In order to provide data on which a decision may b e 
based , a team must be selected to sturly the area or 
areas to be a tomated and indicate how data process-
n e ui ment can be integrated into the operation. 
Since a decision to automate a particular area means 
a lar e s bsequent investment of funds on the part of 
the company, it is wise to select a team of people 
who are known to have a high order of analytical 
ability and maturity of ·udgment . In other words , 
t e peop e selected sho ld be the kind to which the 
first reac ti on is "I can ' t possibly spare him." The 
team should embody a definite range of s ills. 
member of the accounting de artment who has a good 
knowledge of the data processing systems and procedures 
presently in use. member of each area to be con-
sidered such as sales , production and finance s ould be 
iricluded in order that the peculia r it"es of each 
area ' s o erations are brou ht to light. One person 
familiar with the programming of computers should be 
included i order to evaluate the feasibility of pro-
cessing information electronically . In most companies 
wi out revious com uter e perience, such a person is 
not read" y ava"lable. Th e best solution s to h"re 
s c a erson on a constlting basis . Someone lith a 
deta 1 ed no>led ,e of ava " lahle eqti ment character"stics 
is a so re~ ired . In maPy cases , th " s knowledge can 
onl be a ' ned as t e sttdy progresses. Finally, a 
leader of the study team should e selected ho s a 
member of to na ~ement , perhaps in a staff ca city. 
This a n must h ve a thor ugh undArstand ·.ng of the ob-
· ectives of the sttdy and nou ; knowled e of the ills 
of e ch of the mem ers to kee the stud ' · thin the de-
f ' ned objectives and to consol"date the resu ts of he 
or f each of e me mbers . 
(b To mana gemen 
In practically every rogram 'ns ' tuted within a com-
any , the requirement f or top management sup ort is at 
the to of the list. However val ' d these req irements 
rna r be in other pro rams, it is un uestionably a 
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requirement to the success of the study ., The investi-
gation by its very nature must probe dee l 'nto the 
res onsibilities and d t'es of man' members of the or-
anization with an eye toward evaluat'ng the efficienc 
and necessity of these functions and considerin their 
replacement with new techniques . Unless the top 
officers have made c . ear heir su ort of the study and 
the'r desire for full coopera ion , the study team will 
have a difficult time performin the task. 
(c) Flow charting. 
The first task which faces the team s to stud and lot 
all data flow within the area under consideration. 
This involves not only how the data flows, but also 
how many units of each kind of data are processed in a 
given periodo Chart X shows a sam le of the results of 
such a study. This chart shows the gene r al flow of pro-
duction information in an actual com any. The quanti-
tative data on the number of transactions is shown in 
Table XI. From this data, estimates of the total amount 
of information processed as well as the type and the 
interrelationship of various pieces of data can be ob-
tained. It then becomes possible to assess the feas-
ib 'lity of replacement of the present system with a 
more automati c one. Present costs can be evaltated 
by determining the number of clerical hours involved and 
extending this number of hours by an average clerical 
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(d 
rate. Costs under an automated system can be est·-
mated from the amount of data req irin ~ processing . 
In addition to cost c ompari sons , data on the speed 
100 
nd accuracy of the p resent s stem can be com ared ~it 
the estimated speed and accurac r of an automated system. 
This technique is similar to that which is widely used 
b production e ecutives to find more effic 'ent ways 
t o accom lish manufact1 ring tasks. 
Establ 'shmen t of data processin uirements. 
fter the flow chart has revealed the data rocessinP 
system and there u·rements presently expected , dis-
cussions should be held with the people who receive and 
use such information~ s indicated in Chart III , key 
people in various contr61 loops such as the president, 
operating mana g ers in various departments , and foremen 
sh uld be cons lted with a view to ·ard determining 
'"hat additional information they re uire, what infor-
mation they now receive but do not need and \vhat in-
formation is desired with greater speed and accuracy. 
In this way , the study can indicate not only where a to-
mated data processing can be introd ced in place of 
present systems, but also where its characteristics of 
hi h s eed and reliability make possible generation of 
add ' tional control information and discard of unused 
information. 
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(e Se ection of pattern of data processing . 
nee the details of the resent s -stem are understood 
and the requirements of the users of control informa-
tion are kno n , it is necessary to select the pattern 
of data recessing most suited to the organization. 
Sy vania Electric o. adopted a phi oso hy of integrated 
data processing wherein a da ta processing center was 
establ"shed to provide daily reports on exact inventory 
by location, all sales and production. Thi s center 
utilized a large scale general p rpose computer which 
recessed the information received from all d ecentral-
ized plants and fed back reports the following day. 
Another approach used br John Plain, a wholesale mail 
order firm, is to automate a particular segment of 
the business by using a small special purpose data 
processor. In this case, an automatic inventory control 
system was set up called "Speed Tally." The president 
of the company , Mr. Richter, stated: ''Filling orders 
is the most important part of our business. Delays 
and omissions are costly for us and disappointing for · 
our customers. To ship promptly, we need balanced in-
ventories. To keep inventories balanced we need fresh , 
live information . This is especially true at the 
height of the season when some items sell rapidly for 
a few weeks and then lie dormant for the rest of the 
year •• " • This type of approach can be justified for 
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those operations where a particular segment of the 
business is vital to profits and can be relied upon to 
continue in importance in future years. In addition , 
it must be an area where d·a ta is voluminous and 
repetitive in nature 
The ap roach \vhich is perhaps most generally 
ap licable lies between t he two approaches cited so 
far. This approach consists of selecting particular 
control loops indicated b y the flow chart and automating 
them inde endently of one another. Severa small scale 
computers ma• be used or each loop may share the time 
of a larger computer. Such an approach allows the 
gaining of operating experience before a lar e commit-
ment to automation has been made. Use of several small 
scale or a sing le lareer computer of the general pur-
ose t pe enables the company to maintain a greater de-
gree of flexibility than is otherlise possible. If the 
im ortance of a g iven control loop decreases and 
another ·ncreases, it ·s poss"ble to shift the e q i 
ment fr0m one a p lication to another. The efficiency 
in a g iven a plication may be less than for s ecial 
urpose eq ipment , but the flexjbi ity will more tan 
offset this for many companies t,rhose product lines and 
prod ction techni ues are subject to rapid ch n g e. In 
a larg e ·ob shop (1000 employ ees in Californiat<which 
* 2 ' pp • 91 ' 9 2 
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su pl 'e com lex meta assemblie to the a r raft in-
d stry , the prod ction control mana er had the roblem 
of estimating the work load on each mach ' ne tool 
sec ion a fe~ da s in advance. He was p re sently u ing 
a man al system based on the use of control boar s in 
each fabricatin . de artment. Since there was no 
standard routin , jobs could and did flow into a mach'ne 
tool sect'on from all other sect·ons and bottlenec s 
developed overnight. s·nce bottlenecks could not be 
pre ic ed , the plant was contin ta ly involved in e x-
ped ' t'n. proposed electronic s s em wo ld recor 
the present locat'on of 1 rders within the plant. 
wo ld compare the actual location with the sched led 
cation and select for manag ement action those orders 
which fal behind schedule more than as ec'fied amo nt. 
In th's war , t e prod cti n centro mana ger ~ould be 
forewarned of any bott eneck like y to develop due to 
c ange in the actual flof from the sche uled flo and 
ld tent e act' on before the bottlenec · occ rred. 
t s desirable 'n most cases , to work with-
in a eneral framework breakin down the or ft nizat'on 
as a ~hole in several semi-independent contro loo s , 
nd look·n~ for cases there the same data s sed 
m re t an one oo • ac s ould be ·oma e n 
se uence and the ex erience ained in one insta lation 
a p e to succeed'ng ones. It a so should e borne 
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n that attomatic data process · n does not of 
ecess ·. t re re a com ter. The srstem rna start 
Ot t "th 
ire ent 
ched cards, and as the informa i n re-
crease , a com t r can be · nteg ted · t 
t e s •stem. 
{f eport to mana 
B sed on this reliminar stu y, the team should re-
com end a co se of action for ana ·erne t . I f f rt er 
de 
e 
i ed st dy · s ~rranted , 
de to \vhere o be .in .. 
ecom endati ns shot d 
s min tha t t e 
roach of automatin several inde endent control 
oo s has been selected, the re o t should i d icate 
which loop is to best die in deta ' l for he "n ".tial 
i nsta lla tion. 
9 . T _ e final study 
rt · izi g the res . ts of the preliminar y studr ~ a 
detailed p an for aut mating a particular control loop 
should no be formulated. 
sv-ers to the fol owin , . 
This detail d n s o ld " nc l de 
1. t re the adv ntages and d 'sadvanta ,es of lar _e 
scale and medium size general pur ose computers 
for this application? 
2. lhat inputs are required? 
J. that processing units are re uired? 
4 . vha t t pes of stor a ·e are necessary? 
5. ~at output devices are necessary? 
6. hat components are a vailab le or un er de •elop ent? 
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7. Is there any other basis for selection of equip-
ment manufacturers other than cost? 
8. What is the estimated cost of operation of 
alternate systems? 
9. What is the cost of the present system? 
10. Are savings to come from clerical costs, machine 
costs, reduced investment in assets, or more 
effective management decisions? 
11. When will additional or retained personnel be 
required? 
12. \vhen can deli very of equipment be expected and 
how will delay in delivery affect the program? 
13. What effect will company expansion or contraction 
have on anticipated improvements? 
14. What organizational changes will be required 
when the new system is installed? 
15. In what way will the company's product line be 
affected? 
In addition to answering these questions, the final 
study program should provide, at periodic intervals, 
a detailed statement of expected initial cost; opera-
ting cost, savings at various levels of operation, 
improvements in speed and accuracy and new information 
expected. At each of these times, the program should 
be reviewed with an eye to assuring consistency of 
each phase with the overall systems analysis made pre-
viously and also to keep abreast of technological im-
provements. 
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10. fr m product·on control area . 
basic rt of product " on control is theca cula-
t"on of the number of parts and sub-assembl"es required to 
meet the demands of a schedule based on sales forecasts. o 
accomplish this manually, one of two systems is normally 
used. 
The first system is called analysis or explosiona 
In this system, the basic record is a bil of materials for 
ea ch f·n·s,ed product s owing the parts and the quantit " e 
of each ar r quired to .produce one com lete item. The 
scheduled antity of the f" ished prod ct · s m lti l"ed by 
t e u~a ~e er art to determi e the total re uirements for 
each rt · nvolvect . See Tahle XII . T e requir ments for 
thosP arts which are used in more than one reduct are s m-
m rized to give ne tot 1 for each part. Th s, the total 
uantit re u red of each part is not available u nt · the 
last bil of m terials is p ocessed . This method i sat· . -
factor in man businesses especially th0se where most parts 
are used on only one product and very little summarizing is 
necessar • 
The seconds stem is called synt e · s . In this stem , 
he ba · record is a summary sheet for each part number show-
ing all fin"shed products on whic the part 
re u · red tant ·t of this part per producte 
s used and t e 
The scheduled 
q ant"ty of each product ism ti lied br the related usa e 
per product and the sum of these extens · ons is the total 
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re ·remPnt for t e part. See Tab e XIJ. Thus, as each 
art numb r is roc ssed , it total req · rements are kno n 
immerl atel 
• Th· s means t:1at the total requ · rements of any 
art are ava · lable a most · mme lately af er publication of 
a sched le , mak · ng the s nthesis met od the b e er f t e 
t o when ., ecifications can be wri t ten ·n summary form. 
n the past, lim·ted multiplyin s ee and in~ f-
f·c·en c a · ty t al ow stor e of a complete sched le have 
forced th use of e i P-nt · e ana s·s a roac. J e 
of a mP i m sea e com P-r s ch as the JBM 650 comb·ne hi g h 
s f!Pd m ip · at ·on w· th am le stora e capacity an makes 
it pract · c to determine requ·rements by synthesis with a 1 
the advanta es of the manual method plus g reatly increased 
rocessin speed.* 
"In the gross re uirements planning of an a to-
mobile manufacturer, the overall scope of the 
operation is: 
(1 The program develo ed can accommodate the 
schedules for 147 fin·shed products , i n this 
case models of automobiles sucl as 2-doors, 
4-doors, converti bles, and so on. The schedule 
is a month produc t·on rorecR ·for each of 
the next six months for each model. 
(2 While there is absolutely no limit on the 
number of arts and s bassemblies, this com-
any has 35 0 0 used in this application. 
(3 Strict l e ad times for orderi n g are observed. 
Such considerations as banks, spoilage , and 
economical order uantitie are used ·n deter-
mining lead times for each product. 
(4 bout one ha f of the parts and subassemblies 
*7 , p. 13-17 
are purchased and the rest are manufactured by 
the company. 
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5 he out tt includes the ,ro s requirements for 
each ar nd subassembl for eac of hP next 
six months and the date each month ' s re uire-
men s m st be ordere so hat the materi 1 wi ] 
be ava"l hle ~ e needed . s·nce no inventory 
outside of as al work~ n bank ·s ma"ntained , 
· t is vit 1 that aterial be avaj_ ab e when re-
u:red , for being out of just one small patt 
can orce the s ut down an ent " re a tom-
e assembl · ne .. " 
"'Th ~ o t~ing oper::t ti ons are performed in this 
a plication : 
(1 Key in the f i st day number of each of the 
next six months on the conso e . Da_rs are 
numbere fr 001 througho t the year , w·t 
S t rdays , Sundays , and ho "days not counted. 
(2 .oart the 400 instructions , contained in 100 
cads , into tl e mach "ne and store them on t e 
dr m. 
(3 oad the schedtle forecast cards into the machine. 
There is one for each of the 147 mode s wi h 
these data t e stored on the rum: 
Mode n mber 
Year-to-d te built 
Forecast for each of the next six months 
Contro uant " tyu 
"Because n "ne words are required for each model , a 
to tal of 147 x 9 {or 1323 words are used to store 
t e sched le. s each card is read in, a check is 
ade b subtractin g the yea r-to-date built and six 
forecast uantities from the control amount. 
zero balance indicates that the schedule has been 
en ered ' correctly. 
(4 Load and rocess one parts usage card at a time . 
T ese are in art number sequence and con a·n: 
P rt n mber 
Us g e p er model on 21 different models 
Lead time on the part in \vorking days " 
"The models are n mbered f rom 1 thro h 147 , w" th t e 
sa~e for each of the first 21 models in orle card , 
the usa g e for the next 21 models in a second card , 
and so on . Thus , it is ossible to have as many a s 
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seven usa e cards for one part number. As each 
is rocessed , the f llo ing o erat ' o s re 
rme 
(a) Check each of the 21 models to determine 
if there is sa g e of this art on the 
particular model. 
If there ·s , make seven m lti i a 0 s: 
• 
2 . 
Usa e p r model ti es ye r-to- at 
b ilt of the model e uals total usa e 
of this part to date. 
Usa e per mode times each of the s · x 
month y forecasts for the model e als 
monthl requirements of he part for 
tha articu ar mode •" 
" s the cards affect'n one art number are processed , 
seven p ro ressive totals are d Pvelo ed. One is the 
total year-to-date sage oft ·s art on a 1 mo els , 
an t e other s · x are the ota1 reqt 'rements of e 
rt f r each of t e nex s m nt s on a m dels. 
Thus , a part is roces ed , total requirements by 
month are "nstantly available . If a part sed 
on al 147m dels , 1029 m tipl "cations ~ 
re ired." 
" 
detert · ne t e date that eac month ' s require-
s m s - be ordered so th t the material will be 
lable hen needed , the le d time da s f r the 
are subtracte from the first d y 
each month wh"c~ was en ered t ro 1 t 
T s ca c ation g 'ves t e s· mon ly 
f t e rt . 
(5 nch one parts equ rem nt card for eacl 
part when all sa e c rds for the art have 
been processed. Thes e d ta ares O\n: 
Part n mber 
Year-to-date buil a nd date bu · 
Gross re ir me ts and date to 
each of the next six months 
Lead time on the part in working 
t through 
e ordered f r 
days 
(6 he parts re u'remen s cards re then used to 
pre are the gross re uireme nts report on a 
se arate p rinting operation. If desired, cards 
show'ng scrap and serv ' ce r equirements may be 
entered at this point." 
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"\vhi le the prog ram developed wi 11 accommodate 147 
mod ls , 't can read' y be adapted to handle 300 
models for almost any application." 
"The automobile manufacturer t~ho deve oped this 
j ob has 40 models in 'ts l'ne at the resent t'me . 
comparison of times for various methods of 
handling the job shows: 
Manual 
IBI Card Programmed Electronic Calculator 
T e 650 
90 hours 
32 hours 
0 min tes" 
"Because hourly cost of the 650 is rou hly twice 
that of the CPC and its s eed over 35 times as 
great , the relative cost of the 650 is less than 
one-fifteenth that of the CPC." 
"Also , frequent schedule rev'sions \hich must be 
com uted immediately make the 650 even more valuable 
in compari.son to the other methods because it is 
ca able of calculating a normal revision in fifty 
minutes compared against 24 hours manua ly. T e 
saving s of a few hours in the adjustment of require-
ments caused by a schedule change may well mean 
lar e savings in manufacturing costs." 
In this case , the cost comparison which shows great 
savings through use of the computer is based on full tiliza -
tion of the computer . This is not likely to occur in practice 
even with the best of planning due to unforeseen breakdowns 
and lack of ~ork for the computer to do. However , the im-
proved contra over mater'al for use on assembly areas 
which is made poss'b e here is of much greater value al-
tho h is more difficult to me as re on a dollar basis . The 
np t to the control loop is the producti n sc ed e . he 
o t · s the most econom ' cal order schedule for the parts 
requ'red to meet the production schedule. Improved control 
of the output of th"s loo has been achieved through utili-
zat ' on of a hi F.h seed d ta r cessor . 
11 . Illustration from area of inventory control.* 
"The followi n g data represent the input-output 
factors to be taken into consideration in this 
application. 
1. Inventory of 60 , 000 parts 
2. Avera g e of 1 , 000 active part numbers per day 
3 . verage of 10,000 transaction cards per da 
4 . Forty-five types of transactions 
5. Transactions affect: 
a . ~ithdrawals 
b.. Back orders 
c . Stock 
d. On order 
e. Requirements 
fa Crossfoot balance" 
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"The master · nventorr f"le s maintained ·n art-
number seq ence . It is subdivided into about 200 
groups with 300 parts per grou • tab index card 
separates each group. " 
"The. • • block diagram /Chart XII I T shot~s the flow 
of o erati.ons in the inventory appl"cation." 
"Transaction cards , tn sequence br part n mber, are 
entered into the 650 . The ma c . i ne assi ns f i ve 
drum locations for each part number . The informa-
tion recorded in these drum locations is as follows: 
1 . Part number 
2 . i thdra vals 
3 . Back order 
4 . Stock 
5 . On order" 
"The machine continues to accept transaction cards 
until it has stored 350 part numbers on the dr m. 
fter the 350 part numbers have been stored , the 
machine stops and the operator removes the. remain-
ing unprocessed transaction cards from the read 
side of the Type 533 Read-Punch unit. These un-
processed transaction cards re-enter the machine 
a fter the master records for the transactions on the 
drum have been processed." 
"As the machine is rocessing the transaction cards , 
it punches si gnal cards. These cards tell the 
operator which g roups of master cards are to be 
*8 , P • 10-12 
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entered into the syste • The p imar p r ose of 
thi siena card method is to reduce input t"me 
because inactive groups need not be processed." 
·~hen the machine detects t e 350th part number , 
it punches a im " t carrl and sto s~ Tis limit 
card tells the operator the first active part 
n mber and the last act·ve part number." 
"The operator, making use of the limit card and 
the signal card , pulls from the master tub file 
the appropriate grou s of master inventory cards 
and enters them in the 650. " 
·~s each m st r card enter the machine , the 
f o loving operations take place. 
1. A table look-up is executed on art number. 
2 . If a part nunber · son t e tab e , t e trans-
actions are ap ied and a nev balance master 
c r is p nched out. o information is 
p nched out fo an · nact·ve art. 
J. For each new balance master ard , t e mach "ne 
4 . 
chec the or er t . I c lculates th 
umber of days sock-on-hand and, if th " s ·s 
not reater than the order point, it punches 
an order · nt c rd "ndicatin , that tock 
s o ld be ordered. 
If t e n mber of d ys ' stock-on-hand 
to or less than the protect·ve stock 
(e pre ed · n d a s an e ed~te card is 
al 
"1 er t e 650 o eration · s om leted, new balance 
master cards are se arated from the order and 
ex edite cards. The new alance master cards are 
t en collated into the master fi e." 
"T e order oint and ex edite cards are sent to 
the Purchasin Department for ap ropriate action." 
In this case , t e co trol loo which has bee a to-
ted · s t e inventory control loop. eplacement of human 
c erks , w o reviously ke t a r· e of inventory cards up to 
date and not" lied Purchas · n · wh n the reorder po n for an 
art w reached , by a medium scale com ter as resulted n 
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more efficient , faster control of the company ' s investment 
in inventory. If at any t · me mana ement • s philosophy on re-
order points for certain ·terns should c ange , it is onl 
necessary t make a minor chanee in the computer pro ram. 
12 . computer selection. 
In making a decision as to which of the many d "fferent 
computers on the market is best suited for a particular appli-
cation , it is necessary to have some standards o r guideposts 
~hie_ can be used as a rardst " ck . _ 11 of the guideposts 
w " ch w " l be ment"oned have some bear' gin every case , b1t 
the relative im ortance of eac ~ill dep nd upon the particular 
application under cons "der tion~ 
ne of the rna ·or g "deposts s t e s eed and ca acity 
of the s stem . Ho~ m ch data can b e recess e d in a iven 
t "me? can be seen that an e tremel fast system of mo er-
ate cap cit may be capable of doing a par · cular data recess-
in task in the same time as anot er system w~th a much larger 
capac " ty but as ower cycle time . The capacity of a comp ter 
s stem s enerally a direct function of e s · ze of " ts in-
ternal stora e or memory. The s eed , ho\~ever , can be broken 
o t e speeds of the various ma"or funct " onal co onents. 
The overa 1 s eed is rou nly e uivalent to t e s m f these 
ind"v "d al s eed.s The speed in \~hich "nformation can be fed in-
t the o p ter, t he spe ed o f the computat ion a c ontro nits , 
t he speed of a cce s s to the p orr unit an the s Pe ct at c 
d t c a n be fed o t of t e com uter al comb " e to determine he 
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s eed f the s _ stem as a whoJP. 
ft second major consideration s the fle "bili t of 
the syste le Since ro ,rammin s one of the m r diff' -
c lt:As confron 'n the oten ial ser f an matic ta 
roces n system , t h abilit of a art ' cu ar s stem t 
ch n ;e ·ts own instructions rna c ons'derah redtce the amo nt 
of roerammin required. The convenien e and economy o 
being ab e to hano e a varie of ata process~n tasks w 
o 1 minor cb n ·es ·.nan e ·sting rogram rather than hav-
ng to generate an entirely new ro ram may be o reat im-
ort nee. nother f c or ,,.hich determin s f e ·tbility is the 
ability too erat e from a wid e variety of instr1cti ons . 
F.ver r computer has basic list of · n s ructions , or o erating 
code~ which can be performed by the control unit. The w·ider 
the variety of ·nstruct ions availa ble , the more easily the 
pro ram for a iven ap licat·on can be constrtcted . 
A t 'rd fact or of importance is cost. T. e cost of 
an attomati data rocess·n s rstem 's com osed of severa _ 
arts . are m st be en o · nclude as many of these costs 
as ossible durine the eval ation stag · n order to avoid 
.ross m· scalcl ations. :r>1ost computers have a . . rice for t e 
bas·c com ut'n syste and an additional price for add ' tional 
er heral equi ment. T e s s · ems s tdy sho ld be com lete 
eno eh so that 11 needed er: pheraJ equipment is known and 
can be inc luded in the pr ' ce for the system . n at ern t 
sho 1 be made to evaltate com etin · sys ems in terms of the 
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cost p er n ' t of data process e d e Calc a ion of this cost 
' nvolves no in the total uant'ty of data to be p rocessed 
(which sho . also b e kno n from the systems study , t e com-
lete pr'ce f o r the equi ment , the cost of the ersonnel re-
qui red to o . erate the system , a fac lities cost (i.e . cost 
of s ace e uired , heat , p ower , etc.} and the expected use-
ful o erating time (which includes dotom time for maintenanc e • 
This information can be formulated as follmvs: 
Cost per Unit = 
For e am le: Compa ny has an a plication vbich requires 
process ' ng of 10 , 000 un'ts of data per hour . The cost of 
the co 1t · n ~ sys tem · s $1 , 0 00 , 0 00 . T e cost of Pers onnel 
· s 5 e l e at '$ 7 , 500 er y ear e ualing $37 , 500 er ear. 
T e cost of facilities is $50,0 0 0 er y ear . The l i fe of t e 
e ui ment is estimated at 4 years or 8,760 hours . The utili-
zation s 8 ho rs ou of eve ry 24 . T e , the cost per un't 
of oat processed iS! 
Co s t per Unit = 1, ooo , oo + 37 , 5 00 x 4 + 50,000 x 4 
8 
10 , 000 X 24 4 X 8 60 
Cost er Unit = . 0213 dollars er ntt. 
Cost e r Un it = 2 . 13 cents. 
In this way , relative costs of c ompet i n g e . uipments 
can be evaluated and also a comparison can be made between 
• 
present recessing costs and costs usin ~ an automated 
system. 
18 
Another important factor is efficiency. Because the 
business problem is characterized by multiple inputs , multi le 
classes and multiple outputs, the dat processin > system must 
provide the (a) consolidation of severa f"les into a single 
f"le; recessing of several classes of information 
simultaneously; and (c) production of all operation reports 
simultaneous! and elimination of intermediate results with 
no operating application. A ty ic;;tl p icat " on generall 
involves the co lection of lar e vo umes of data from many 
so rces , selection of a class of data , operation on this class 
of data and the ·en era tion of information for output reports 
and doc ments. The im ortance of this fact or is a function 
of the amo nt of selection the computer m st do on he input 
and the complexity of the out ut reports desired. 
13. Survey of uses of IBM 650 Compu er.* 
The rpose of this surve· was to determine: (a} the 
ba nc between the tse of computers for sciAnt"f "c calc la-
tion as o osed to data processing; (b industrial policy on 
t e estion of decentralized computing srstems vs. those 
tvhich \vould be integra ted; ( c current use to whi h the IBl-'I 
650 is being put; (d the mmber of 650 ' s and similar com-
puters which are installed and on order; and (e) the per-
sonnel requirements of a type 650 computing section~ 
*19, p. 10 , 28 
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total of 121 questionnaires were mailed and 81 
respondents completed the q estionnaire . The informat· n 
as anal y zed and r suited in t e followin g major findin g s: 
"1. The companies answering classified by industry were as 
follows: 
Industry J o,. Ans\\Tering Percent 
General Mfg . 30 37 
Ins. and Banking 15 19 
. 1 and Gas 13 16 
Aircrafts 11 14 
Railroads 4 5 
iscellaneous 8 10 
TOT 81 100 
"2 . 72 percent of the respondents used their computers 
p rimarily for data processing and 28 percent for 
scientific purposes. 
of Total 
"3 . 80 percent of those answering favored a centr alized and 
integrated data processing or anizational structure 
rather than a decentralized organization . 
"4. T e uses to w ich the com uter is put were wei ghted to 
establish averag es which would reflect the i.m ortance 
or ra k of each use . Using these ei hted avera es 
the percent of the c mpanies us·n computers for 
several applications is: 
lication 
Payroll 
General Engineering Problems 
Cost counting and Bud etin 
P remi. rn billing and analysis 
Produc t ion and Material Scheduling 
General _ ccounting and Re orting 
"5 • T A ma j or a p ·cations by industry are: 
a) General manufact ring 
1) Pa rol 
2 Production and material schedul · n 
J Cost accountin and bud ·etin 
4 General en ineering prob ems 
Percent 
65 
53 
35 
34 
JJ 
25 
b Insurance and Bankin , 
c 
1 Div·dend and insta llment saving account · ng 
2 
3 
4 
Mortgage loans 
Premi um scl-Jedultn and computation 
cttarial 
and Gas 
General eng ineeri n robl ms 
Pa roll 
Product i on and material scheduling 
General stat ·st:cal anal sis 
ircraft 
1 erodynamics 
2 General en ineerine problems 
3 Rocket, missile and eng ine des ign and per-
formance analysis 
4 Mathematical problems 
e. Railroads 
1 Pa ro ll 
2 Cos accounting and budg et·ng " 
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6. Twenty companies have more than one compu t er · nstalled 
vith the averag e being one and one-third. 
7 . One-fifth of the companies have more than one computer 
installed. 
B. e average number of ful l-time pro rammers employed 
executive ly for the operat i on of a computer i s seven. 
The aircraft industr averaged 13 .; ile all other n-
d s trie s averaged 6 with ittle variation between them. 
9 . _ inty-three ercent of t he respondents other than air-
craft com anies favored a centralized computer organiza-
tion. 
10. The ranking of applications for those com anies w ose 
rimary use is data proce sing is: 
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a. Payroll 
b. Premium Billin and nal sis 
c. Cost ccounting and Budg eting 
d. General Accounting and Reporting 
e. Product"on and Material Scheduling 
f . General En g ineering Problems 
This survey indicates that the practical day- to- day 
ap lication of automated data processing is lagging well 
behind the theoretical applications for improve d control. 
The fact that payroll heads the list o:f applications in-
dicates that the emphasis so fa r has been on using comptters 
in areas in which the risk is the least rather than on 
imaginative use of computers as a tool :for better mana g e-
men t. Payroll in most com anies is already the most hi hly 
stem tized data processing f nction nd the ains made in 
st~i tchin to a computer s 'stem must lie entirely in the area 
of clerical cost reduction. It is understandable however, 
that mana g ements wanting to get experience with com ters 
and not wan "ng to risk purchasine a multi - million dollar 
equipment for an application that does not prove succes :ful , 
c ose payro 1 for an initial application. Probab y the use 
of a tomated data rocessin for better control must follow 
the same ath as its counterpart in the production area. 
The secondary applications such as Production and Material 
Scheduling and Cost _ ccounting and Bud etin indicate that 
mana emen s evo ving its use of comp ters more and more in 
the direction of 1se in contra loops rather than ·ust :for 
high speed p rocessing of data and elimination of clerical cost. 
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14. Survey of presently available computing equipment . 
A survey of presently available computing equip-
ment* g ives a detailed list of some of the better known 
computers p resently on the market and resents some of the 
more important operating characteristics. 
Chart XIV** is a diagrammati c illustration of the 
distribution of the dollar volume of computer sales as of 
October 1957. I t is ba sed on sa es of 1500 com uters vhich 
have a lrea d y been del·vered and the somewhat more than 1500 
computers which are now on order. 
* 9 ' • 12 ' 14_ 
**9 , p. 11 
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IV. USE C D T A PROCESSORS S 
ID 
• Operations Researcl • 
n order o understand the potential use of corn-
puters as decision-making aids , it is necessar to describe 
briefly the development of 0 erat·ons Research. 0 erations 
esearch is an outg rowth of the concept of scientific mana g e-
ent ~ :ch had ·ts be nnings in the late 19th entury w"th 
he work of Frederick • Taylor. "Host of the techni es of 
scient · f·c mana ernent over the last half centur have been 
deve o ed in the area of roduction . h s w s d e in part 
to the fact th t there, mana ement attitudes, ~hich stemmed 
1 r ely from an engineerin back ro nd , were most receptive. 
lso the production process, being large ly a physical 
rna ter and more directly under com any control than other 
activities, proved more susceptible to the def"nition and 
mea surement \'/h. ch are basic to any scientif " c study. 
Wo ld iar II saw the enlistment of scientists to 
attack a vi e variety of decis·on problems. The techniques 
which were develo ed to solve these problems in an optimum 
fashion , forn the foundation for Operations esearch. he 
fact that rnathemat·cal solutions co d be obtained to roblerns 
which were previous felt too sol e only t rough the 
e erc · se of · ud~ent, has led to a cont·nuing interest in 
and a f rt er development of these teclni ues for appl·ca-
t "on to b s · ness r blems. Two n ev societies were form d to 
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bring workers together, to encouraee exchang e of idea s and 
t o ftrther research. These soc·eties are The Inst i tute of 
Mana g ement Sciences and the Operations Research Society of 
America. n addi t ion, ma ny other business and professional 
organiza ·ons have devoted an increasing amount of attention 
to th"s field. 
2 . Use of mathematical models . 
Mathematical models have lone been used to solve 
engineering problems and to predict behavior of physical 
sys t ems . The basic structure of any eng ineering field such 
as electrical, mechanical or chemical engineering is a know-
led e of the mathematical laws \vhich such systems obey. 
Since an y electrical circuit or mechanical device is com-
posed of only inanimate physical components, the mechanical 
statement of the laws which these systems obey is far 
simpler than a mathematical statement of the laws lvhich an 
organization composed of human beings and machines will 
follow. It has been felt in the past, and is still true in 
most cases , that it was impossible to derelo· mathematical 
models which could even approximately predict the consequences 
of human action accurately enough to be of value. s more 
and more techniques become available, more and more business 
roblems \vhich could previously be "solved" only through the 
use of judgment, are now solvable on a more ri g orous basis. 
The technical steps \vhich are usually follO\II'ed beg in 
with an initial exploration of the problem and an approximate 
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formulation of the relationships between the relevant factors. 
The next and most difficult task is to express the relation-
ships between the relevant factors as a formal mathematical 
model. Once a realistic model has been set up, the solution 
can be obtained from a computer. The importance of a com-
puter to this process lies in the fact that it can provide 
the solution to hi ghly complicated mathematical models with 
~reat speed and w"th almost any precision desired. Therefore, 
problems which previously could be formulated b t were not 
solved because of the time requ·red to work out the solution 
by hand , can now be solved sufficiently rapidly to ive 
usef 1 results. In addition, the computer can provide repeti-
tive solut"ons for wide varieties of initial data thereby 
providing a continuous solut "on to a business problem as ex-
ternal conditions change. 
Some of the mathemat ica l tools which Operations 
Research has rovided for the solution of business problems 
are: ( a Linear programmin , (b) Sampling theory , 
(c) Informat"on theory , (d) Calculus of variations, 
(e Stochastic models, (f) Monte Carlo methods, ( . ) arne 
theory ~ and (h Queing theory. 
These tools have been a lied to problems such as 
( a) Production control, (b) Inventory control, (c) F"nancial 
mana g ement, (d) Location of d"stribution outlets , (e Trans-
ortation choices, (f Transportation scheduling, ( g In-
vestment in new equipment, (h) eplacement o f old equi ment, 
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(i Execut · e compensation, and (j Market forecasts. 
ne stri ing example of a common and useful 
mathematical model is the acco ntin system. This is a des-
cri tive model of the business which records each trans-
c ion of the b siness and reports the results of these 
transactions in summary form. 
3. p lication to solution of budgeting p r oblems. 
A b d ·et is a mathematical model of the entire bus-
ness operation. It is a pred "ctive model in that it attempts 
to forecast the results of operation in a future period. 
The starting point for the bud g et is the sales estimate. 
From this sales estimate the various sub-budgets such as the 
sales budget , the reduction b d ge t, the materials and in-
ventory bude et, the labor budget, the manufact\rin expense 
bude et , research and develo ment bud et , the ad inistrat "ve 
and eneral expense budget and the financial b d ,et are 
developed. 
In order to develop the ove r all budget, considerable 
calculation is re uired in the develo ment of each of the 
s b-budgets. In the ori g inal sales estimate and in the sub-
bud ets , it is enerally necessar y to make several assum tions 
~h "ch then play a larg e part i the outcome of the overall 
bud et. Since there is no assurance that the asstm t" ns 
made w"ll be ·ustified by subsequent events , most com anies 
resort to develo men of several bud et , e ch one r eflecting 
different asstm t"ons. Tr ical of the assum t " on whic must 
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be e are : enera leve of econo ic activit , 
(b) s re 
(d r · ce 
of he ar et e pected, (c rice of ra~ materjals, 
of labor , (e amo nt of fixed or semi-varia le 
ex ense to be incurre d at a iven level of activ"t, , (f) cos t 
o f obt i vario1s amounts of financing, deve o ment of 
~nd a es of new prod cts. 
n exam ] e of the amount o f cal culation involved in 
re .arin a s·n le bud .et for a company with nl 4 roduc s 
s sho in T le v.• In order that a bud et such as this 
be usef 1 as a standard for :udgin g t e performance of the 
or .an · z t "on d rin; the o eratin . period, the btd et shou d 
be f .exible enou h to take into account reasonable va riations 
of ctual condit " ons from the ass u tions reflected in a 
single overal budg et . In order to obta "n this flexibilit •, 
it becomes necessary to recalcula te the bud et for each change 
i n ass m:>tion. For example, if the sales estimate is chang ed 
from 105 , 000 units to 150,000 tni.ts, each stb-bud et mus t be 
rev " sed to take this· change into account. Simi arl , ne~ 
b d ~ets mtst be forked out for ever• chang e in the other 
as s um tions such as p r ice of ra materials a nd labor , leve l 
of fixed and semi-variab· e expenses , share of the mar~et , etc. 
In the _ast, it h as not been pract " cal for a firm with a 
s stant " 1 product line to take in to account all of t e 
r easonab e variations which mi ,ht be expected becatse of the 
enormous amount of calculation "nvolved. Therefore , " f t e 
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btd e et assumptions failed to refl ect actual-conditions , it 
ost some of its value a~ a standc rd fo r ·ud , in~ the o era-
tion of the business and therefore lost some of ]ts value s 
a too for mana ;ement control . 
i ' th the advent o f hi h s peed automatic data pro-
cess · n e ip e nt , it now becomes ractical to tur n out a 
series of b d gets e ch of whi ch ref l ects different assu p-
ions about f tur e conditi o ns. Since the logic involved in 
calculatin ; the budget i s the s me re ardle ss of the assump-
tions , t e com uter can be programmed once to perform this 
calc t. la on . Then various c a n ;es can be made in the data 
st h as different evels of total sal es , different levels 
of individ al product sales, various r ices for raw materials, 
etc. , and the com uter wi 11 turn out b dgets \vhich reflect 
each of these chang es. The fle j bi li ty of the new· bud ~ et 
v~ll now be limited on y b y anagement ' s abili t to ass].mi-
la e t e information. M nage en t v"ll be able to determine 
in advance the probable effect s of the various changes in 
conrtit " ons and w" l] be able to take steps to r epare for 
such conting encies. Also, the c hance s are much better that 
one of the b d g ets develo ed vill be a fairl accu r ate in-
dication of the actual situation and will serve as are . · b _e 
standarc1 for use in seel·i n g ou t a nd correctinc; departments 
which have not pe rformed according to expectations . 
secondary use vhich may b e made of this techn"gue 
is to aid in attai nment of a specific :>rofit r,-oal. ssum · n g 
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that the assum tions reflected in a g iven b d Jet are accurate, 
mana e ement wi ll be able to determ·ne what level of rofit s 
at ajnab e tnder the resent o r ganization. If this Jevel is 
ot satisf ctory, ste s can be taken in the appro riate area 
to bring the profit level u to the des"red amo n • he 
effect of a ropo sed chan e can be determined with faci · t -
by recn.lcul tin , the bud ; et on the computer and chec · n , 
t e re ised rof " t level to see "f it is u to the desi ed 
amo nt. In th"s wa •, var·ous canes can be made and 
s ccessive bud ets repared until a b d .et is obtained ~hich 
meets the profit or other .oa desired. 
l.j,. 
s · m~lar n nature to b d~eting bt- concern n it-
elf ith more lon , term o erations is the field of lon g 
r n ,e lann · n ·• hiJe the deta"ls of pre arat· n of lon > 
r (Fe lans are not erfected to the same e ten· as bu~F,e s , 
h ~eneral rob em is more or less iversa 1: reco . nized 
as being composed of certain elements . Brief. _ , lon · rane e 
lannin concerns itse f w~th \here the busines sho ld be 
and vher e " t ~ill be in f "ve to ten years or more. It 
.,. te to resee t c n es n m r kets , technical 
develo ments , pro uction techn" ues and the l " ke "11 be 
n.nct ~ at bear· n _, they wi 1 have on the company. The clJ.ief 
rob em ·n effect " ve ong rane e 1annine is t e ace mu1ation 
of ade te "nformation an its s ub e uen t di est " on into 
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meaningful conclusions. Digital computers can be programmed 
to analyze population trends, income distribution or similar 
data required by a company in order to determine the location 
and kind of market it must prepare to serve in the future. 
At Raytheon Manufacturing Company, the long range 
planning program is implemented by a supporting plan of long 
range statistics. The company's future business is divided 
into phases. Phase I is that business which has already been 
contracted for plus business which is expected to follow from 
contracts presently held. Phase II is business on \which the 
company has submitted proposals and stands ready to produce 
should the proposal be accepted. Phase III consists of 
business which the company feels it will obtain in the future 
due to reorders of equipment it has previously produced. 
Phase IV consists of estimated business which the company 
should obtain in new fields \vhich are in the research stage 
but for which no hardware is yet available. 
The data which is required for each of these phases 
is: (a) manpower in man-months and dollars, (b) material 
costs, (c) inventory costs, and (d) overhead. These costs 
are to be tabula ted by G-overnment Sales Order number which 
shows the estimated billing in dollars associated with it. 
This is plotted against a billings goal which has been set by 
Management. Chart XVI is a sketch lvhich shows how the data 
is plotted. 
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_ t p resen t, the data on man o~er, material and in-
ventory costs are tabulated by hand and the overhead deter-
mined by a pplying a percentage to manpo~er for direct labor 
overhead and another percentag e to material for material 
overhead. Once the costs for each sales order have been 
summarized , they are placed on punched cards. typ ical 
card would contain the follol,in g informat· on . There ~oul 
be a card for each sales order for each month. 
Sales Order No. 
Bi 11 i n g s for Mo-n-:t-:h-~$-----------
Manpm\Ter for Nonth $ 
Inventory Cost for M_o_n_t,..,h.....-""$ _______ _ 
Direct Labor Overhead f or Month $ 
1a t erial Overhead for Month $ ---
Ma t erial Cost fo r Month $ 
Total Cost for Month $ -------------
This informat·on is obtained f rom estimates made by the people 
who are directly concerned w·i th each sales order . In addi-
tion to revising these cards each month as n ew orders are 
received and as revised estimates are made, the actual cost 
data for past months must be recorded for future use as 
historical data . 
Even though this prog ram of long ran ge statistics 
has only been in o eration a shQrt time , Mr. J. Loder estimates 
that the re are 20,000 to 25 , 0 00 active punch ed cards and 
approximatel y 100 , 000 cards l\Thich contain information of an 
historica l nature. It has become clea r that in order to 
k eep the data processing task and the information stora ·e 
task wit i n manag eable limits , it will be necessary to auto-
mate this work. 
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_ lthou h a detailed plan has not as yet been worked 
out , the followin g general procedure will be followed: 
(a) Instead of computing overhead fi gures , con-
verting man-months to dollars and totaling 
monthly costs by hand for each sales order, 
a computer will e pro rammed to accep t the 
raw data, compute overhead cost, convert 
man-months to dollars and total the costs for 
each sales order. 
(b s estimated future costs are revised , the 
com ter will automaticall revise the monthly 
totals. 
(c s new order s are received, the computer w"ll 
accum late cost data for each new order. 
(d) s orders are completed, the computer will 
feed the information out on magnetic tape for 
storage. The reason for use of rna ·netic ta e 
storag e rather than punc ed cards is the fact 
that a much hi gher dens"ty of information 
stora ·e i s possible ~ith magnetic tape. The 
same informat · on t~hic requires a roomful of 
cards can be stored on a fer reels of ta e . 
The a p l"cation of automa tic data processing equip-
men ts is ex ected to provide the following benefits: 
(a) Reduce the data processing task to mana eable 
ro ortions. 
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(b Provide faster and more accurate inform tion . 
( c Decrease t e stora ·e space requirements. 
It can also be seen that the computer does not ·n itself im-
p rove lon ran ·e lanning ; it merel rna es t e task of co lect-
in · the stat"stical informat "on on which such 1 n n mus 
be based , easier and more ace rate . 
5. Ap ication to schedul "ng . 
nothe area in which automatic data recessin g 
e ui ment rna• be applied is in schedulin the flow of products 
throt _h the various operations necessary to transform raw 
materials into a finished p roduct . Thi s task, \vhich lies 
·n the area of job sho production control , s norma. ly 
accomplished b a g roup of schedulers who analyze incomin 
orders an break them into the var o s reduction o r a tions 
re • T e t en refe to orne form of load cart v · ch 
sh ws the amo nt of wor al r eady sch ed in terms of t e 
lo d on these production o erations or lvork stations. The 
tas . of the scheduler is to f it new orders into the exjsting 
schedu e in a fa.sh"on wh "c w keep he variots roducti n 
o era tions on work stations ~ o·n at c ose to capacit , 
avo·d bottlenecks in which succeeding o erations are forced 
to wait idl ntil the orde r ~as passed throug an overloade 
v k sta ti n , a et e or er ro essed in t"me to meet 
the del"very date s ecified on the order. In g enera , there 
are t vo add"tional roblems which t e scheduler mus t h a nd e . 
(a If work \vhich has been already scheduled is dela ed for 
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some unforeseen reason such as an engineering chan e or a 
breakd own in some f the production machinery , the work must 
be reschedu ed to take this into account. (b) If an 
imJortant order is received whicl is iven a h"gh ri rity 
by management, it a become necessar to reschedule e ist-
n orders in order to meet the delivery schedule for the 
· riority order. 
W ile in ,e eral scheduling erson el have a skill 
level and intel i ence wh · h. is hi~her than that re uired for 
a clerk , they o erate on the bas·s of fixed" -round ru les" 
~hich have been la"d down by managemen • Basically a 
sched er rna e his decisions on the as·s o ( a r · ori.ty 
of the order , (b kno~led ,e of the e atio s s h as 
e ineering , draftin~ , ethods , a ts roc rement , macl inery , 
b-asse bl J , f"n 1 ass~ bl y, test and s p·n _, which ave 
t he erfor e on th order , {c kno~ledge of the ron c ve 
c 1acity f eac . oft ese o· erat·o s n te ~s of h~ art · -
ar rod c be"ng sc edu e d , (d kn ~1 d , e of the 
ln n nF e ch of t e n eratio s nder e resen t s he le . 
4 n a tom ic com ter could be ro rammed to erform 
his t s n e f llo' inp a ner· 
a For ea h rod ct · t e co ny ' s P , data 
0 l e stored in the com uter memor ich 
ind"cated the types of perat:ons w ich h d 
to he erformed and the n1mber of ho rs 
e~ ·red for eacl o erat " on. 
0 1 
1 
b Th~ e t:n sched lA of orders w u rl a so 
be st r d in the memor • 
(c The com uter co ld be jnstructed to sched e 
orders for com letion term of a ve · e t " n 
factor ic vo 1 be entered it the ordAr . 
(d ata on t e reg ress of orders alrea y 
sc ed ed co lrl he ferl i to he com uter so 
tha reschedtl"n would e one where nee ary . 
s ea h succeedi g o der is received, the com _ ter 
anal~ze the rder and iss e the necessary a er 
O- " ch o d i nd"cate to he eads of he var · ous o era-
ens at the schedule is fo each r er for thejr art · -
c 1 . ~r o erat " on ; (b issue data to the Sales epartmen 
s owin the sc eduled delivery ate; and (c reschedule as 
data on ro res f o kin pr cess · s received . 
he adva tag es of s ~ a system over the existing 
ma nual s ste are (a hi gher s eed and less rror , (b " l " ty 
t o o e ate fr m caref lly predetermined rogram vhich re-
f ects t he best ·ud~ent of m a ·ement r ather than depe d " n 
on th ast "udgment of a man sc ed er w o ma y be 
era n e ~reat ressure , (c ab"li ty to resc edu e 
r a )i 1 w en wor does not roceed as antici ated and there -
b y avo · d costly bottlenecks , (d s"nce routine scledul'ng 
is bein accomplished automatically, human schedulers are 
fre to co cent ate on non- ro t ine sc ed l'ng rob m s ch 
a s arise from special orders or orde s for 1 on-st ndard ro-
d ct • 
6. A plication to inventory control. 
nether fertile field for automatic data rocess·ng 
e u i . ment 1 · es in the area of i n ven or • contr 1 . sis well-
kno,n , inventory iss bject to two confl.ctin , req ··rements . 
(a It is desirable to have finished aoods or t e 
necessary raw mater·als on hand in order to 
rna e rapid del · ve · es or to avoid havin , ro-
d ctio ersonnel idle while await · n e ra t 
aterial shi ments. It is also desirable in 
the case of seasonal ·ndustries to aintain 
leve production r ates by producing for in-
ventory durin periods of slack demand. 
(b T e · vestment of funds re uired to finance 
inventories and the possib.lit · es of obsoles-
cence or spoilage make it desirable to keep 
inventories as low as ossible. 
In order to achi e ve adequate cont r ol of inventories , 
· tis necessary to know at a 1 times the level of inventory 
of the various items used . Generally management furthers 
control by es ab ishment of maximum and minimum s ock levels 
for each item used. The minimum level is enerall known 
a s the reorder po·nt . 
In the usual manual system , s ock record cards are 
<ept on each ·tern, either raw materials or finished rod ct , 
on w · ch entries are made when ne items are received or hen 
items a re removed fro stock for work in process or for 
shi ment. If t e company is a lar e one with housands of 
different " terns, " t becomes diffic lt to ee inventor 
rec rds t d te, and therefore , t e d e gree of control 
aintained over inventory is lessened. so , h rna err r 
my al Ol an item ~ ich has reac ed its reorder po "nt to be 
overlooked., 
The · nventory contra roblem may be readily pro-
era med on an a tomat:c digital computer. The log·c from 
which the c omputer must operate s s "mpler than in the case 
of scl e 
(a 
e as follows: 
ch · em or ar vhi.ch is stocked s 
vena loc tion · n the computer emory . 
s ne i e s are received or existin items 
removed, the comp ter recalculates t e tota s 
both on nd and on order. 
(c Maxim1m and m· n · urn levels for each " te are 
st red in he memor • 
v en a reorder n is reached, the computer 
• " 1 automat "ca ly r "nt out a ptrchase re-
quis"t on for the predetermined eco omi 
quantity. 
order 
The ad antages of s ch a sys em are: (a up-to-date 
stm ries o f inventory on hand and on order are always ava·l-
a e; (b free om fro man error; and (c au omat " c 
in " t" t " on f rchase re js " tions . 
ere , as · n the sched lin exam le , a tomatic data 
p ocessing as ena ed managemen to o ta "n be ter control 
over operations. It should be borne in mind, however, that 
the computer has not in itself achieved this objective. 
The computer is acting only as an efficient, high-speed 
servant. 
The philosophy of production scheduling or of in-
ventory control are the philosophies of management. The 
computer is acting only to implement these philosophies in 
a manner which is impossible to achieve by manual means. 
The success or failure of production scheduling, inventory 
control or any other use is still dependent upon the wisdom 
of the philosophy chosen. The computer has achieved control 
only over the most elementary functions. 
7. Example of application to order processing and produc-
tion planning. 
A shoe manufacturer* produces and sells millions of 
pairs of shoes per year. In its lines are some 18,000 
different items including width and size variables; about 
30% of its footwear is severely affected by style factors. 
There is a definite seasonal pattern to sales which is off-
set by leveling the monthly production volume. Consequently, 
inventories of finished shoes average approximately 30% of 
yearly sales. 
All shoes are distributed either through company 
warehouses or direct to retailers. The main office handles 
two types of orders--one from warehouses, the other from 
customers. Delivery requirements can call for either 
* 10, PP• 135-14LI· 
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·mmediate or deferred shi ment. Most orders call for de-
ferred s ipment with the deferral er " od be"na anyw ere 
from t o to si months. 
e com any planned to a ply a tomatic data pro-
cess n e ipment to two areas: (a Order Processing 
(inc tding i nventory records , and (b Product · on Plannin • 
t present , these areas utilize manual systems 
which are both e ·pensive and slow. The manaeement does n t 
ee any real lack of informat · on , b t does feel that the 
informat · o •t s no ,ett "n takes to mtch e ffor t to com i e. 
1 i ventor y records are ke t in stock lede ers and 
all additions and dedLct · ons are done b• hand . Fifty clerks 
a re re re tn ee :n ormatio up to date and to dra 
fr t e r cords the necess ry data for production lann·ng. 
n order processing , it takes about 5 da s fr 
t e t · e footwear is recei r .d n t e warehouse unt i in-
formation on ·ts receipt ·s posted to the inventory records. 
Because of is 1 g and t e rod ction rate of 4o , o 0 airs 
of s oe s er da , there a e 2 0 , 000 pairs in inventory w c 
are not know to be there. 
In add"tion to the order processing , use is made of 
i e tory and order "nfort ation for prod ction planning. 
"11 roduct "on planning is done on a monthl 
basis and comes down to the q estion of how 
the company will split its monthly production 
bud ets for each footwear l"ne amone the vario s 
items in each line. The bud ge ts themselves are 
deve oped b• top mana ement on the basis of 
sales estimates b lines for eac year." 
" n m kinF the monthly breakdown of budg et d 
ro ctio a on , vario s item , to manageme t 
of t e com an~r fol O\v . a 1 · c o balancing 
the stoc availabilit (i.e., present inventory 
plus reduction on order on all items , one 
ainst anot er . By balancing is meant t at the 
ercentage of stock ava ·lab · · t r in excess of 
c rrent orders · s t e same ercenta je of e timated 
sales on one item as on anot er. The makin g of 
t ·s calc lat·on re u·res the follov-in ·information 
on each item . " 
"1. Present inventory. 
2. rrent prod cti n on order. 
J . tstand " n g balance o c s omer order. 
4. Est·ma ed sales. " 
"Three of these four types of information are 
factual and therefore derivable from the records. 
Present inventory reflects the current balances 
in the stock ledgers. Production-on-order infor-
m tion is maintained in a separate record where 
the results of each reduction order ini · ated 
re s own. nd balance on cu tomer order is pro-
the com any ' s kee ing records of the 
antity of p · rage of each ern ordered. Only 
st· ated " tern of sales rn st b lan ed." 
the com any enc unters n i s 
lanning , l " ke those of order 
n a ee m a~ure fro e fac 
syst m · s slow. T ere s no~ 
ha f months between the time 
t"me man fac rin~ 
ne month of · sis devoted t o t e 
repa o on v · ch t e 
·s actually done. str e and other inf 
ffe s es and rodtctio at a r tP f 
airs a month , the ab " l " ty of prod ct · on 
n ng to keep merchandise on order an inven rr 
b lance w ' th de s ser · o s y im~_ ired." 
" .trt ermore , there : s t e fact that customer d.e-
mand cannot be timed; that is , t e company now 
has no \vay of kno\11"ing \vhether a c stomer order 
c s for delivery this m nth or · x rn ths from 
nov . 11 receive the same treatment and , as a 
es lt , rod cti n not neede for months will be 
lanned , ivhereas the balance on other i te s rna be 
1 e to s · p to pr ario ts 1 s. u 
pose 
f y 
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nl•hat t l-:le co pany now ro ose is to sP- dr m 
stor a , e e ent hot to s _eed p the rocAs s -
i ng nd the c ts of t e c rrent s y~tem e 
nly o r der b 1 nces wo l d b e stored 
on this equipment; consequent ! , arr an g ements 
have been made to t i e the e l e ct r onic e to 
e ectronic and electrome ch n · ca . 
en · ment in order t o p er f orm the analys · s wor ~" 
C art XVII s a sim e schematic d "a g ram of t he pro-
sys e . • It cont · ns three ele ents , J o f " ch are 
te rated: 
" • 
Per · .her 1 e 
"np ts to the dr1m stor 
trp ed copy for 
depar tm nt .. 
f or creat · n "' e 
m c i es a d 
ses outs ·.d e he 
2 . T e r m st r 
and orde r ba l 
e t to carry i nven to r y 
·. tem . 
3 . T e - t -c rd c onvert r , and conven . ·.o a . 
nc e d C c r mc c es . " 
are se there ~ P a ta e 
rks ~ill cod . the stock num 
of incom · n foot •ea F ur 
es .ri 1 bP. e maj 
e nter d int a ffe a nd t en 
conv er .er . " 
le writ e rs 
1 aneously a 
nd ta e con 
tded on the 
on a · n o 1: e s oc 
a · ra~e o order; t e other 
first tape e ce t hat i 
o f each release . " 
h e re 
en t to 
"The first ta e \vi 11 be sent daily to the ta e - ta-
c a rd converte r ; t h e second will serve as in 
h e dr for the order reca · t t " on ; and 
t . r0 be f " ed v " t t he release r dt:e de~ t e 
a nd 
" I 
t 
dd " t " o • • 
t co t i i 
oc t " on ,. " 
Pn t v" l rod ce t e 
nc s of all i te s in 
--t- -
1 
l 
I 
I 
l 
l I 
I I 
\ l 
I 
I 
I 
:.• 
~-- , 
I 
I 
"l 
~ , 
I 
--~' 
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·nv€?.ntory and on order by custo er~. Th"s taP , 
tog e·ber ~ · th those f arehouse rece "pts , re-
leases crea .ed, andre e ses made, w"ll J o 
a e-to-c ret co erter ·o crea·e the 
punched c r1s used for ur ose of analys·s • . J 
e b .s · · nforma t · n needed t create t e re or ~ s 
n st vers 1s o tsta d " n , c sto er 
orders is except for data on o tstand·n ~ 
reduction orders. his information will be 
obta " ned by nching cards f0 each order and 
other cards for each a t of an order rod ceo. 
T e b ace wil .eo stanctin• pai ape on order 
by i tern . " · 
" dct". tion to he JS ] a a s· s of t 
of stoc- av · bilitr on each ite over ~iraF.e 
o or er, a second anal sis i planned hich w· J 
,ive both the present s " t a- · n · n total ad broken 
d ~n b mont s . /T ble I · · il strates t i s.T 
ts ose ·s to- · nd"cate to the d ct · on - er 
the de . nd • T r e;enc r 
can determ · ne from the anal _ sis at a 1 nee, and 
t eref r e g 1 ot un the ris of reducing to 
meet a arent short es that gill not act all~ 
occtr for several months hence." 
., y mecha i zj n this are of da t rocess ·. ; , the 
com a r ex cts t reduce e tot 1 time re~ ire 
· n prep aring statistical anal ses b virt ally 
one month . he im ortance of this in terms of 
e;reater ab"lit _· to mee chan :·e i Cl man atterns 
is iff " c tlt to q alif but · s consi ered t b e f 
tremen o s im ortance. ihen coupled ith t e 
abil " t y to see order timin .·, rather tan ·ust 
tot ls, this chan~e in the l"mitat · ons on production 
plannin ·s conceived as being among the very f'rst 
of the benefit of the ne s y stem." 
"In re> e , it c n be aid hat drum stora e e ui 
en ffers the com any some thi e s no other system 
coul provi e. he compan_r needs random access , 
and hi {?;h-speed acces , in order to avoid fra ,ment -
"ng orcers and to plan a release a whole. e 
a nt· · of oss ·.ble shorta es is lar ;e so t . t 
s e>rial roced res based o sortin~ e co nter 
difficulties. 'hen shorta e occurs a 
needed at that moment as to w ether a 
t sho ld be made or he orc'ler ith -
sn · met "s to be m de, 
b e ocl de endin 
ent of customer or ~arehouse needs 
•requent , partial s i ment are rna e 
;-,:i f 
' 
.. _~ 
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arehouses · n or~er to ·eep them from 
c stoc · for the tora .e space 
vat a le." 
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" he use of elect ic anc1 electromechanic 1 unched 
c rd equip ent to perform the anal rses is necessar r 
bee use dr m storag~ eq ipment does not have this 
fle ibi ity. Most of th's ~ork nvo ves sortin 
sum , ~ "ch c n e done uite economically 
o the conventional e ui . men~. Furt ermore , 
these ana yses may c an _e from time to t' e and 
such chan es can be handled e ily w that 
·s involved is a chan e of p lu .bo rd 
"•i lly, punched ta e is used to inte rate all 
ar : of the system and to minimize the amo nt of 
manual t ransfer of informa . · on from one form to 
another--an obvious advanta ·e in almost an 
sit at'on." 
of a tomated data processin 
ment to business control . 
There is a definite pattern '~hich all automatic 
data rocessin J applications follow re ardless of the de-
tails of the individual case. 
The computer is first pro g rammed in accor~ance with 
the ph· losophy mana ·emen t ~ishes to use in the artie lar 
a ica tion. Then as dat is fed into the com uter , it la 
out the detailed sched le of o erations \v'hi ch wil] best 
implement the phi osophy lvhich has been pro~;rammed. Finally 
da t a on day-to-day operations are f e d back to the computer 
and recessed into a form suitable for comparison w'th 
sched les. In some a pplications , the data wo ld be auto-
m ticaJl r com ared in the com uter and corrective action 
would take place w'thout human intervention. In other appli-
cations , the data would be fed out of t e comp ter for 
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h man eva] ation before corrective action takes place. Chart 
XI_ illustrates these tl~o control approaches dia ; rammati ally. 
s pointed ott reviousl , control can be no bett e r 
than the s andard or reference ~hich is used. In the a li -
cation of automated data p r ocess ' n e equipment, the stan dard 
is the mana ·ement hilosophy or , ro nd rules ro grammed into 
the com ter. For this reason a prime objective in such in-
stalla t 'ons should be the further refinement of mana g ement 
standards. 
In g eneral, automation in the data processinT area 
seems to have a far wider potential app lication than does 
automation of the prod ction p r ocess . _ t the present sta ge 
of deve l o ment , automation equipmen t can be j stified onl • 
n t ose areas w ere the operation to be automated is 
s ffjc'entl . re etitive to make the installat ' on of such 
eq i ment economica l! feas ' ble. In the production a rea, onl , 
the mass produ~tion industries or those ·ob shops in which 
certain operations are repet ' tive re ardless of reduct, 
can autom tion e q i ment be util ' ~ed. However, in the data 
roce9sing area, m n : of the problems a re the same day in and 
da r out re gardless of the product involved and even job sho s 
c an stif: fairl r elaborate irtstallations. 
g into a company ' s o erations. 
efore the advanta~es of automated data rocessin 
can b e rea ze , management ill have to cope with several 
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administrative roblems. In an ' organizati n, there is a 
nat ral resistance to chan . es in the methods of operation 
which re~uire re lacement and retrain "n of personne • he 
best wa of co ing with thi s problem is to resent a com ete 
picture to the e o ees, explainin ., wh it is nece sar to 
make ch nges and ll'arnin affected employees as far ·. n advance 
as practicable. Institut " on of training p rograms to aid 
affected employees in reparin for ne'"' assi ·nments will aid 
i mak"n t e transition perio a smooth one. Frict " on s 
bound to be enerated if the new st llation re uires trans-
fer of control over certain operations from one ,roup to 
. another. In order to m' nimize r' sk it is usually found ad-
visable to o erate oth the comp ter s stem and the old etho 
n a a el unt"l the computers rstem has been completel _ 
•~deb ,g ed" and the o eratin · personnel have become s 1fficj_ent y 
famili r ll'ith their tasks. T · s s ' multaneo so erat " on of 
t" srstems · sex ens've an " 1 robably cause the man al 
method to be even slower than rev usl • • The need for h " g ly 
skilJed personnel stch as pro grammers, mathematicians , a d 
s y stems anal sts who probabl a r e not available within the 
compan_ presents a ersonnel rob em in the selection an 
train "n , of ne eo le. The s bst'tution of electronic 
methods for more standard means rna catse audit "n ~ proble 1s 
s ce data ill not be obtainable in the same form as in the 
past. 
10. Preparation of a report to management on the results 
of a data processing and control study. 
In order to provide management with adequate informa-
tion upon which to make a decision concerning automation and 
to provide a strong foundation for subsequerit work in this 
area, a complete and detailed report should be made on the 
results of the study phase. 
The report should begin with a summary section 
which outlines the scope of the report and describes the 
major proposals. It indicates the areas within the company 
where improved data processing is necessary with short 
supporting statements as to why these improvements are re-
quired. A brief indication of the various alternate solu-
tions considered should be given. The recommended solution 
is then presented along with the major reasons for choosing 
it rather than the alternatives. Finally, figures on over-
all system costs, time schedules for installation and 
estimated savings or increases in efficiency should be in-
cluded. 
Following the summary section, the detailed require-
ments should be presented. This section should include 
(a) ground rules under which the study was conducted; (b) an 
indication of the departments studied and the major control 
functions which were considered; (c) outlining areas in 
which improved data processing is necessary and feasible; 
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( d reasons \vhy the desired improvements cannot be obtatned 
through further r equirement of exist1ng techn1que s. 
Next a section on the methods to be sed in achiev-
ng t e des'red data recessing improvements should be in-
eluded. It should include (a determ'n'ng operatin pro-
ce es; ( b r~ arat ' on of the site wer e the system ·s t 
be instal e (c) tra " ning of operating person el; (d ) alloca-
tion of res onsi ilit mon , de artments; (e preparation 
for o erat · n d ring the chan eover period; (f) summ ry of 
the h sica details of the act a eq ipment to be installed 
and its mer er into the compan ' s existing procedures . 
cost section sho ld then be tncluded lvh' ch details 
(a) cost of t e e uipment ttse f • 
' 
(b cost of personne 
inc din " s ervis ' on, operation and maintenance peo le; 
(c cost of maintenance of he e ·. ment; (d) o erat · n g costs 
s ch as heat , i ht , s ace , po •e r , special forms; (e in-
stallat·on costs. If the installation has for its pur pose 
the reduction of cost of t e existing system then it is 
ossible to determine the time eriod requi r ed for the in-
vestmen to amorti e itself. If on the other hand , the ma·or 
objective · s im roved control, it becomes m re iff " cu t to 
pta uant " tative value on this improred control, and 
therefore , · tis diff"cult to determine the payoff perio • 
veve r , a conservat~ve attempt sho ld be made to do this . 
T e rate of ret rn on investment would be i en b y either 
of tlvO for ulae . 
{a Payoff Period = 
(b) Pa ff Period = 
Installat·on 
roved Control 
Year l y cost oi New 
Installation 
56 
Ne"t a time tab e for the delivery, inst llat·on , 
deb ; , ·n~ an l operat·on of he ne1 systems old be iven . 
T is ime t b e mi~ht b e o t in hart form sho n 
of differe t phases su h as he r installa-
tion ase, tie insta ation hase, the test · n p ase n 
t e chan eover phase. 
Then a section sh uld be shown \vhich indicates 
the antic" a ed rel"abil"ty of th s s em. Tt sh ld · 
cl de (a references to the methods of verif · n ut data 
so as to detect burna errors s well as t e tee ni es to be 
sed f r me tinF, a d " t r lir ments ; l histor · cal ata 
on s · mi lar instal a tion s o1vi , useful hours per wee d rj n 
insta l t "o nd after ccum ation of experience , avera e 
lenF,ths of do~ t "me for maintenance, longest recorded do vn-
time , an n~ber and q alit of ma · ntenance personnel re-
uired . 
personnel section summarizin : the personnel re-
r e to (a prov · de i t; (b o erate; (c ma "ntain; 
(d) ro -ra ; e a a yze re lts sold be · nclJded. T e 
major character·s · cs fore ch of these functions and t e 
a a·J 
n ted . 
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il · t of such erso nel ~it ~n he compa y ho db 
F·n 1 'a sect·on escribinF. t e r bable effects 
o f the system on the com any ' s costs or ahili to control 
sho d e inc tde • It sho d in icate how the s ystem can 
f . in wit f t re e x a sion o comnan pro ,rams. 
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v .. 
J • erest. 
n es~ r e of r · sin ~ l "vin; standards and an 
inc e sin o lation re ire n ton . inc r eased produ t -
ivity per orker, btt also a g reater tota l volLme of e ood s 
and se rvic e • In order to ac eve b oth oft ese g oals w" th 
eff tive control over operations , it will be necessary to 
ubstantially improve upon presen t pr0d ction and office 
technique s. Au tomation holds out the brightest otentia l as 
an instrument for achievine these ~oals. For this re<;l.son, 
business ~s e anin i ne and exlerimentin , with automation in 
t e areas f p rod u ction , data nrocessing and contro l of 
btsiness o e r ations. 
T e asic concepts ~ " ch are fundamental to 
p lications in any o t h e e a reas are : (a Settine up 
standard of performance. (b) Obtai ni g ata about the 
o ·">e at · on . Con ariso of standards with o erati J data 
LS . of v r·a . ces o inst ' te c rrections. ( d 
for ranid and ac e ate feedback of operation data. 
~ . Tmpact on mana ement. 
~ece sit 
tomatio e ex loited to the full le e o f its 
ca ac t~.' 11 significant ch n es · n t e o era i ons 
of 1 evels of a naEement. 
T , na :em l le re uired to d o mor ad 
h e t~r lon r . ~e nl i nf." beca se o f t l , t · e r t 
auto at ~ fo a par ·ic lar roduct line nd the a r ,e 
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vestm .nt · n eq i met. It w"ll not be _oss"ble to ke 
fast chan es in order to stay abreast of chan ing marke s. 
The change s must be seen far enough in advance to allO\\f' an 
order han e in e hods and qu~pment~ Tt ' 1 a . so be 
n e cessa r o maintain closer coordination of sales, pro-
duct " on and finance under automat"on. The ty e of rod cts 
demanded by the market, the ability to produce a g "ven pro-
duct l "ne and the capability to rchase the necessar: 
efl. i pme n \""i have l most e 1 t· eiR"ht · shapi n g basic 
com any olicy. 
T e prod ct " on mana~er vill fin increase em as s 
on p reve tion of equ "pment bre kdowns, insured suppl of 
r a\v materials and h " ;her technical sdlls · n the v1ork force 
on an automa ted _rod ct " on line. 
T e sa es mana e r w"ll be r e i r e to mainta "n a 
eve of orders in order to e o·t theca acity of 
a 1to ati c e uipmen • stron~ effort must be made to ."n 
marke t ccept nee of standardiz d prod cts due to the 
lim "ted f e . "b"l " ty o a toma ted eCJ. i ent . 
The financ .· 1 manager m st provide for · ncreased 
f ' ed a nd semi-v r"able cos ts s a ercen ace of total c sts . 
He mus provide tle funds necessar for new facilit " es and 
r eali sticall · plan :for the amorti za ti on of these fac · · t: es . 
1t may als o be necessar ~r to rovide f '" nanci n for 1.igher 
evels of inve ntory . 
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The ersonnel manager must meet t e re uirement 
for a higher skill level among employees and the need for 
new standards of performance which ma• require modification 
of incentive plans now in us~. 
J. ~ 1anae;ement approach to a t ma t:i. on. 
To management naturally h s the key role in deter-
minin how s ccessful y automat"on is applied in a parti-
e r com any. It · s the wr " ter ' s op"nion that des ite 
t e great poss"bi .ities, some of hie~ ave been explored in 
s a er, the tee n~ ues an the equi ent tsed ·n 
ttom t"on have not et crystal " zed. As pointed out in this 
pa er, man• approaches to any iven problem are possible 
and the full economic conse uences of any iven a _proacl are 
alm st i poss"ble to red "ct. Fur·her, its ill remains 
to be see wether or not man of the present installat"ons 
are ca able of payi n for themselves. T ere is little 
doubt hat a tomation wi 1 eventua res lt in rea doll r 
savin~s a nd more efficient operat " ons for those' o us · t. 
How·ever , the small or medium sized concern '"'hich s un-
willing or unable to charge off expenditures for automat"on 
h rd re to experience ou d o \ el to awa · t the develo mens 
of t e ne t t~o to three years~ 
lthough it rna r be deemed ad isable to del y the 
urchase of actual eq i ment unt "l a later date , application 
s t rUes such as h ve bee described sho ld be made. The 
ra id development of nev techniques and the tec~nical nature 
16 
of tis f"eld eq ire reat deal of planninff on the art 
of any otentia . user. In or r that a com any be rea 
e the st te of he rt has rna r d, it ~ill be necessary 
i e interest ·n the fie d. to mainta "n a co 
en he c sio is f' n 1 r made set an 
· nstallation, it will be foun th t the same an e ent 
tecl n ' ques ,overnin th urchase of ca i tal equ ment ~,rhich 
ve bee s d · n the ast w·. l a pl to this rea. 
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